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Preface

Designed for those who have completed “Cherokee Language
Lessons”. Contains both vocabulary and translations.

You will occasionally see entries similar to “(ᎬᏩ + ᎤᏃᎩᏍᏗ)” af-
ter the English translations. These were added to indicate suffix and
prefix combinations that many beginners find more difficult to break
apart. It is expected that the reader has gained sufficient skill from
“Cherokee Language Lessons” or other sources of grammar informa-
tion such as the official Cherokee Nation “Cherokee-English Dictio-
nary” to be able determine the meaning and impact of each prefix and
suffix without additional explanations being needed.
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ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ

ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎠᎩᎭ.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗᏍ ᎠᎩᎭ?
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗᏍ?
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ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ. A tool for pouring. A pitcher.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎠᎩᎭ. I have a pitcher.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see a pitcher.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗᏍ ᎠᎩᎭ? Do I have a pitcher?
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗᏍ? Is it a pitcher?
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ.
ᎠᏴ ᏥᏧᏣ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᏥᏧᏣᏍ?
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ. See the boy.
ᎠᏴ ᏥᏧᏣ. I’m a boy.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see the boy.
ᏥᏧᏣᏍ? Am I a boy?
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ᏥᏍᏆ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗ?
ᏥᏍᏆ ᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗ.
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎬᏩᎪᏩᏛᏗ?
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ᏥᏍᏆ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see a bird.
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗ? Is the bird able to sing? (ᎬᏩ + ᎤᏃᎩᏍᏗ).
ᏥᏍᏆ ᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗ. The bird is able to sing.
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎬᏩᎪᏩᏛᏗ? Is the bird able to see the pitcher?
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ᎤᎫᎫ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ.
ᎤᎫᎫᏍ ᎨᏐ ᏥᏍᏆ?
ᎤᎫᎫᏍ ᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗ?
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᏱᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗ.
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ᎤᎫᎫ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ. See the hoot owl.
ᎤᎫᎫᏍ ᎨᏐ ᏥᏍᏆ? Is the owl a bird?
ᎤᎫᎫᏍ ᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗ? Is the owl able to sing?
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᏱᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗ. No, the owl is not able to sing.
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ᏡᎬ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᎠᎨᏳᏣᏍ ᏡᎬ ᎠᎪᏩᏘ?
ᎤᏍᏗᏍ ᏡᎬ?
Ꮭ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏡᎬ ᏱᎩ.
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ᏡᎬ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see a tree.
ᎠᎨᏳᏣᏍ ᏡᎬ ᎠᎪᏩᏘ? Does the girl see the tree?
ᎤᏍᏗᏍ ᏡᎬ? Is it a little tree?
Ꮭ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏡᎬ ᏱᎩ. No, it is not a little tree.
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ᎪᎦ ᎠᎩᏏ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎪᎦ ᎤᎪᎮ.
ᎪᎦ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᎪᎮ.
ᎪᎦ ᎤᎫᎫᏃ ᎦᏥᎪᎲ.
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ᎪᎦ ᎠᎩᏏ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see a female crow.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎪᎦ ᎤᎪᎮ. The boy saw the crow.
ᎪᎦ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᎪᎮ. The crow saw an owl.
ᎪᎦ ᎤᎫᎫᏃ ᎦᏥᎪᎲ. I saw the crow and the owl.
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ᎠᎹ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᏅᏯ ᎠᎹᏱ ᏕᏥᎪᏘ.
ᎠᏧᏣᏍ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ.
ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ.
ᎪᎦᏍ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ?
ᏅᏯ ᎠᎹᏱ ᏘᎪᏩᏔ.
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ᎠᎹ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see water.
ᏅᏯ ᎠᎹᏱ ᏕᏥᎪᏘ. I see rocks in the water.
ᎠᏧᏣᏍ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ? Is the boy thirsty?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ. The little boy is thirsty.
ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ. A thirsty little boy.
ᎪᎦᏍ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ? Is the crow thirsty?
ᏅᏯ ᎠᎹᏱ ᏘᎪᏩᏔ. See the rocks in the water.
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ᎤᎫᎫ ᏧᏃᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᎪᎦ ᏧᏃᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏧᏃᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᏄᏛᏁᎴ.
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᎪᏩᏛᏗ ᏱᎨᏎ ᎠᏧᏣ.
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ᎤᎫᎫ ᏧᏃᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. The owl tried to sing.
ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He failed.
ᎪᎦ ᏧᏃᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. The crow tried to sing.
ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. She failed.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏧᏃᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. The little boy tried to sing.
ᏄᏛᏁᎴ. He did it.
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᎪᏩᏛᏗ ᏱᎨᏎ ᎠᏧᏣ. The owl was not able to see the boy.
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᎪᎲ.
ᎦᏲᏟ ᎠᎹ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏣᎢ ᎨᏎ.
ᎤᏲᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏧᏟᏆᏗᏅᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᏄᏛᏁᎴ.
ᏥᎪᎲ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏚᏟᏆᏗᏅᏒ.
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᎪᎲ. The boy saw a pitcher.
ᎦᏲᏟ ᎠᎹ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏣᎢ ᎨᏎ. A small amount of water was inside

the pitcher.
ᎤᏲᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. He tried to break it.
ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He failed.
ᏧᏟᏆᏗᏅᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. He tried to turn it over.
ᏄᏛᏁᎴ. He did it.
ᏥᎪᎲ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏚᏟᏆᏗᏅᏒ. I saw the boy turn it over.
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ᏅᏯ ᎬᎩᎩᏍᏗ.
ᏅᏯ ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ ᎠᎹᏱ.
ᎠᏧᏣᏍ ᏅᏯ ᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗ?
ᎤᎫᎫ ᎠᎹ ᏗᏜ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ.
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏳᎪᎮ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᏭᏖᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ.
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ᏅᏯ ᎬᎩᎩᏍᏗ. I am able to get a rock. (ᎬᎩ + ᎤᎩᏍᏗ)
ᏅᏯ ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ ᎠᎹᏱ. He made a rock fall into the water.
ᎠᏧᏣᏍ ᏅᏯ ᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗ? Is the boy able to get a rock?
ᎤᎫᎫ ᎠᎹ ᏗᏜ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ. The owl flew towards the water.
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏳᎪᎮ. The owl did not see the boy.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᏭᏖᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. The boy tried to pick up the owl.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ. The owl flew into the tree.
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ᎪᎦ ᎠᎴ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎨᏐ ᏥᏍᏆ.
ᎪᎦ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᎪᎮ
ᎠᎴ ᎤᎿ ᏗᏜ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏲᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎿ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏚᎸᎮ.
ᎪᎦ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ.
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ᎪᎦ ᎠᎴ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎨᏐ ᏥᏍᏆ. The crow and the owl are birds.
ᎪᎦ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗᎤᎪᎮᎠᎴᎤᎿᏗᏜᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ. The crow saw the pitcher

and flew towards there.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏲᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. She tried to break the pitcher.
ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎿ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. She failed. The little boy went

there.
ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏚᎸᎮ. He wanted to get it.
ᎪᎦ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ. The crow flew into the tree.
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ᎪᎦ ᎠᎴ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ

ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᎪᎦ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᎪᎮ. ᎦᏲᏟ
ᎠᎹ ᎤᏣᎢ ᎨᏎ.
ᎤᎿ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ

ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᎠᏟᏙᏍᏗ ᎤᏲᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏧᏟᏆᏗᏅᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏅᏯ ᏚᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ ᎠᏰᏟ ᎠᏟᏙᏍᏗ. ᎠᎹ

ᎤᎵᏌᎳᏓᏁ ᎠᎴ ᎪᎦ ᎤᏁᎩᏎ.
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ᎪᎦ ᎠᎴ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ. The Crow and the Pitcher.
ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᎪᎦ ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᎪᎮ. ᎦᏲᏟ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏣᎢ ᎨᏎ. A thirsty crow

saw a pitcher. A small amount of water was inside.
ᎤᎿ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. She flew there

and tried to get it. She failed.
ᎠᏟᏙᏍᏗ ᎤᏲᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. She tried to break the

pitcher. She failed.
ᏧᏟᏆᏗᏅᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. She tried to turn it over. She failed.
ᏅᏯ ᏚᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ ᎠᏰᏟ ᎠᏟᏙᏍᏗ. ᎠᎹ ᎤᎵᏌᎳᏓᏁ ᎠᎴ ᎪᎦ ᎤᏁᎩᏎ.

She dropped rocks into the center of the pitcher. The water ascended
and the crow got it.
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ᏧᎳ

ᏧᎳᏍ ᎤᏲᏏ?
ᎤᏔᏕᎩᏍ?
ᎤᏲᏏ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ.
ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏏᏊ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᏏᏊ.
ᎤᏍᏗᏍ ᏧᎳ?
ᏧᎳ ᎪᎦ ᏡᎬ ᏗᏜ ᎤᎪᎮ.
ᏧᎳ ᏡᎬ ᎬᏩᎸᏍᏗ?
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ᏧᎳᏍ ᎤᏲᏏ? Is the fox hungry?
ᎤᏔᏕᎩᏍ? Is he thirsty?
ᎤᏲᏏ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ. He is hungry and thirsty.
ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He failed to get water.
ᏏᏊ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᏏᏊ. Again he tried and again.
ᎤᏍᏗᏍ ᏧᎳ? Is he a little fox?
ᏧᎳ ᎪᎦ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᎪᎮ. The fox saw the crow in the tree.
ᏧᎳ ᏡᎬ ᎬᏩᎸᏍᏗ? Is a fox able to climb a tree?
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎿ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᎯᏙᎴ.
ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏚᎸᎮ.
ᏧᎳ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎪᎮ ᏃᎴ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏅᏯ ᎠᎹᏱ ᏚᎪᎮ.
ᏅᏯ ᏧᏭᏖᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᏏᏊ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᏏᏊ.
ᏅᏯ ᏧᏭᏖᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ ᎠᎹᏱ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎫᎫ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᎪᎮ.
ᎤᎫᎫᏍ ᏅᏯ ᎠᎹᏱ ᏚᎪᎮ?
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᏅᏯ ᏱᏚᎪᎮ.
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏳᎪᎮ.
ᎠᎹ ᏗᏜ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ.
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎿ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. A boy went there.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᎯᏙᎴ. He had a pitcher in hand.
ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏚᎸᎮ. He wanted to get water.
ᏧᎳ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎪᎮ ᏃᎴ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ. The fox saw the boy and ran away.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏅᏯ ᎠᎹᏱ ᏚᎪᎮ. The boy saw some rocks in the water.
ᏅᏯ ᏧᏭᏖᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. He tried to pick them up.
ᏏᏊ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᏏᏊ. Again he tried and again.
ᏅᏯ ᏧᏭᏖᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He failed to pick up the rocks.
ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ ᎠᎹᏱ. He dropped the pitcher into the wa-

ter.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎫᎫ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᎪᎮ. The boy saw an owl in a tree.
ᎤᎫᎫᏍ ᏅᏯ ᎠᎹᏱ ᏚᎪᎮ? Did the owl see the rocks in the water?
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᏅᏯ ᏱᏚᎪᎮ. The owl did not see the rocks.
Ꮭ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏳᎪᎮ. The owl did not see the boy.
ᎠᎹ ᏗᏜ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ. The owl flew towards the water.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ. The boy ran away.
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ᏆᎷᏏ ᏘᎪᏩᏔ.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏚᎪᎮ.
ᏧᏭᏖᏍᏗ ᎠᏟᏎ.
ᏗᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗᏍ?
ᏆᎷᏏ ᏗᎬᎩᎩᏍᏗ.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᏓᏂᎩᏍᎪ.
ᏧᎳᏍ ᏆᎷᏏ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏱᏓᎦ.
ᏧᎳ ᏱᏓᎩᏍᎪ ᏱᏓᎩᏍᎪ.
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ᏆᎷᏏ ᏘᎪᏩᏔ. See the muscadine grapes.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏚᎪᎮ. The little boy saw them.
ᏧᏭᏖᏍᏗ ᎠᏟᏎ. He was running to pick them up.
ᏗᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗᏍ? Is he able to get them?
ᏆᎷᏏ ᏗᎬᎩᎩᏍᏗ. I am able to get muscadine grapes.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᏓᏂᎩᏍᎪ. Birds eat them.
ᏧᎳᏍ ᏆᎷᏏ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏱᏓᎦ. Might a fox eat the grapes?
ᏧᎳ ᏱᏓᎩᏍᎪ ᏱᏓᎩᏍᎪ. If the fox gets them he eats them.
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ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗᏍ ᏆᎷᏏ?
ᎠᏧᏣ ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗ ᏆᎷᏏ ᏱᏙᏛᎩ.
ᏧᎳ ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗ ᏆᎷᏏ ᏱᏙᏛᎩ.
Ꮭ ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗ ᏆᎷᏏ ᏱᎩ.
ᎠᏧᏣᏍ ᏗᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗ?
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᏗᎬᏩᏂᎩᏍᏗ?
ᏧᎳᏍ ᏗᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗ?
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏛᏁ ᏧᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏧᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ.
ᏡᎬᎯᏍ ᏆᎷᏏ?
ᏡᎬᎯ ᏆᎷᏏ.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎴ
ᏧᎳ ᏧᏂᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏂᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᏗᎬᏩᏂᏍᏗ.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗ.
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ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗᏍ ᏆᎷᏏ? Are the grapes sour?
ᎠᏧᏣ ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗ ᏆᎷᏏ ᏱᏙᏛᎩ. Maybe the boy will eat sour grapes.
ᏧᎳ ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗ ᏆᎷᏏ ᏱᏙᏛᎩ. Maybe the fox will eat sour grapes.
Ꮭ ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗ ᏆᎷᏏ ᏱᎩ. The grapes are not sour.
ᎠᏧᏣᏍ ᏗᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗ? Is the boy able to get them?
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᏗᎬᏩᏂᎩᏍᏗ? Are birds able to get them?
ᏧᎳᏍ ᏗᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗ? Is the fox able to get them?
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏛᏁ ᏧᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. The boy said he failed to get them.
ᏧᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He tried to get them. He failed.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ. Therefore he ran away.
ᏡᎬᎯᏍ ᏆᎷᏏ? Are the grapes in a tree?
ᏡᎬᎯ ᏆᎷᏏ. The grapes are in a tree.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎴ ᏧᎳ ᏧᏂᎩᏍᏗᎤᏂᏄᎸᏁ. Therefore the boy and

the fox failed to get them.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᏗᎬᏩᏂᎩᏍᏗ. Birds are able to get them.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᏗᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗ. The owl is able to get them.
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎴ ᏆᎷᏏ

ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢ ᏧᎳ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏆᎷᏏ ᏡᎬ ᏚᎪᎮ.
ᎤᎿ ᎠᏟᏎ ᎠᎴ ᏧᏪᏖᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.

ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏏᏊ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᏏᏊ. ᏧᏪᏖᏍᏗ

ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᏆᎷᏏ ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗ. Ꮭ

ᏱᏙᏓᏥᎩ.”, ᏃᎴ ᎠᎵᏘᏎ.
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎴ ᏆᎷᏏ. The fox and the muscadine grapes.
ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢ ᏧᎳ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏆᎷᏏ ᏡᎬᎯ ᏚᎪᎮ. A hungry fox saw some mus-

cadine grapes in a tree.
ᎤᎿ ᎠᏟᏎ ᎠᎴ ᏧᏪᏖᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He ran there and tried

to get them. He failed.
ᏏᏊ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᏏᏊ. ᏧᏪᏖᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. Again he tried and again.

He failed to get them.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᏆᎷᏏ ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗ. Ꮭ ᏱᏙᏓᏥᎩ.”, ᏃᎴ ᎠᎵᏘᏎ.

Therefore he said, “Sour grapes. I will not eat them.”, and he ran
away.
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ᎤᏴᏍᏗ

ᏐᏈᎵ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏕᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᎧᏁᏍᎦᏍ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏂᏣᎢ?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏣᎡᎾ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏚ ᏥᎪᎲ.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎦᏚ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏚ ᎬᎨᏅᏍᏗ.
ᎥᏝ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏂᏣᎢ ᏱᎩ.
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ᎤᏴᏍᏗ. A place for entering and being.
ᏐᏈᎵ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see a horse barn.
ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏕᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see some hay.
ᎧᏁᏍᎦᏍ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏂᏣᎢ? Is the hay inside the barn?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏣᎡᎾ. A little boy went inside the barn.

(ᎤᏣᎥᎢ + ᎡᎾ)
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏚ ᏥᎪᎲ. I saw the boy on top of the hay.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎦᏚ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see a bird on top of the barn.
ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏚ ᎬᎨᏅᏍᏗ. I am able to be on top of the hay.
ᎥᏝ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏂᏣᎢ ᏱᎩ. The hay is not inside the barn.
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᏙᏱ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
ᎾᎯᏳ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏚ ᎦᏅᎨ.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ
ᎬᏩᏚᏫᏓ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᏥᎪᎲ.
Ꮭ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏥᏍᏆ ᏳᎪᎮ.
ᏧᎳ ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏁ.
ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏴᏞ ᎠᎴ ᎠᎹ
ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ ᎠᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏧᎳ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎴ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᏗᏜ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ ᏃᎴ ᎤᏴᏞ.
ᏙᏱ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᎪᎮ
ᎠᎴ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ.
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᏙᏱ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. The boy went outside.
ᎾᎯᏳ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏚ ᎦᏅᎨ. Then he was lying on top of the hay.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎬᏩᏚᏫᏓ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ. A bird flew all around.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᏥᎪᎲ. I saw the bird.
Ꮭ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏥᏍᏆ ᏳᎪᎮ. The boy did not see the bird.
ᏧᎳ ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏁ. A fox was thirsty.
ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏴᏞ ᎠᎴ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ ᎠᏁᏟᏔᏁ. He entered the barn

and tried to get water.
ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He failed to get water.
ᏧᎳ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎴ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ. The fox saw the boy and ran away.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᏗᏜ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ ᏃᎴ ᎤᏴᏞ. An owl flew towards the barn

and entered it.
ᏏᏊ ᏙᏱ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. He went outside again.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ. The little boy saw the

owl and the little boy ran away.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ. The owl flew into a tree.
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ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏐᏈᎵ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏴᏞ,
ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏚ ᎦᏅᎨ;
ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᏴᏞ ᎠᎴ
ᎬᏩᏚᏫᏓ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ.
ᎾᎯᏳ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎵᏘᏎ.
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ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏐᏈᎵ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏴᏞ, ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏚ ᎦᏅᎨ; The little boy
went into the horse barn, and was lying on some hay;

ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᏴᏞ ᎠᎴ ᎬᏩᏚᏫᏓ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ. An owl entered and all around
he flew.

ᎾᎯᏳᏃ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎵᏘᏎ. And then the little boy ran away.
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ᎭᏫᏯ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎠᎩ.
ᎭᏫᏯᏍ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᏣᎩ?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ.
ᎭᏫᏯᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏱᎦ?
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏯᏂᎦ?
ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏱᏂᎦ.
ᎪᎦᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏯᎩ?
ᏧᎳᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏯᎩ?
ᎪᎦ ᎭᏫᏯ ᏓᎩ ᏍᏊᏃ ᏧᎳ.
ᏥᎪᎲ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎤᎮ.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎪᎮ
ᎠᎴ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏥᏍᏆ Ꮟ ᎤᎮ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏝᏫᏛᎮ.
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ᎭᏫᏯ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎠᎩ. I have a cut piece of meat.
ᎭᏫᏯᏍ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᏣᎩ? Do you have a cut piece of meat?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ. A small cut piece.
ᎭᏫᏯᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏱᎦ? Might you eat the meat? (Ᏹ + ᎯᎦ)
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏯᏂᎦ? Might birds eat meat?
ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏱᏂᎦ. Some birds might eat meat.
ᎪᎦᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏯᎩ? Might a crow eat the meat?
ᏧᎳᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏯᎩ? Might a fox eat the meat?
ᎪᎦ ᎭᏫᏯ ᏓᎩ ᏍᏊᏃ ᏧᎳ ᏓᎩ. A crow will eat meat and also a fox

will eat it.
ᏥᎪᎲ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎤᎮ. I saw a bird with a cut piece of

meat.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎴ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. An owl saw the bird

and tried to get the meat.
ᎤᎫᎫ ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. The owl failed to get it.
ᏥᏍᏆ Ꮟ ᎤᎮ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏝᏫᏛᎮ. The bird still had it and took off flying.
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎴ ᎪᎦ

ᎪᎦ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎤᎮ ᎠᎴ ᏡᎬᎯ
ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ.
ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢ ᏧᎳ ᎪᎦ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎴ ᏡᎬ

ᎠᏟᏍᎩ ᎨᏎ. ᎤᏛᏁ, “Ꭷ ᎪᎦ! ᏫᏦᏚᎲ
ᎯᏥᏍᏆ! ᎦᏣᏃᎩᏍᏗᏍ?”
ᎪᎦ ᏧᏃᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᎭᏫᏯ

ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ.
ᏧᎳ ᎤᎩᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ.
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎴ ᎪᎦ. The fox and the crow.
ᎪᎦ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎤᎮ ᎠᎴ ᏡᎬᎯ ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎴ. A crow had a cut piece

of meat and flew into a tree.
ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢ ᏧᎳ ᎪᎦ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎴ ᏡᎬ ᎠᏟᏍᎩ ᎨᏎ. A hungry fox saw the

crow and ran to the tree.
ᎤᏛᏁ, “Ꭷ ᎪᎦ! ᏫᏦᏚᎲ ᎯᏥᏍᏆ! ᎦᏣᏃᎩᏍᏗᏍ?” He said, “Hey crow!

You are the most pretty bird! Can you sing?” (Ꮻ + ᏦᏚᎯ + Ꭵ⁴Ꭲ) (ᎦᏣ +
ᎤᏃᎩᏍᏗ)

ᎪᎦ ᏧᏃᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ. The crow tried to
sing and dropped the meat.

ᏧᎳ ᎤᎩᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ. The fox got it and ran away.
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ᏩᎦ

ᏩᎦᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ?
ᏩᎦ ᎢᏴᏍᏗᎤᏴᏞᎠᏎᏃᏙᏱᏗᏜᎤᏪᏅᏎ

ᏏᏊ.
ᏩᎦ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏫᎦᎾᎩ.
ᏥᎪᎲ ᏩᎦ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏚᏩᏯᎥ. ᎤᏴᏍᏗ

ᎤᏴᏞ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ.
ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎴ ᏩᎦ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ

ᎠᏎᏃ Ꮭ ᏩᎦ ᏳᏲᏏᏍᎨ.
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ᏩᎦ. Cow. Bull. Calf.
ᏩᎦᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ? Do you see the cow?
ᏩᎦ ᎢᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏴᏞ ᎠᏎᏃ ᏙᏱ ᏗᏜᎤᏪᏅᏎ ᏏᏊ. The cow went into the

barn then went outside again.
ᏩᎦ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏫᎦᎾᎩ. Let the cow get some hay. (Ꮻ + Ꭶ + ᎯᎾᎩ).
ᏥᎪᎲ ᏩᎦ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏚᏩᏯᎥ. ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏴᏞ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ. I saw the cow

eat some hay. He went into the barn to get it.
ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He tried to get hay but he

failed.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎴ ᏩᎦ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ ᎠᏎᏃ Ꮭ ᏩᎦ ᏳᏲᏏᏍᎨ. The boy

allowed the cow to get some but the cow wasn’t hungry.
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ᏍᎩᎾ ᎩᏟ.
ᎩᏟ Ꮎ ᎤᎪᎮ ᏩᎦ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏣᎥ.
ᏩᎦ ᏙᏱ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎩᏟ ᎤᏲ ᏄᏪᏎ.
ᎩᏟᏍ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎬᏮᏰᏍᏗ?
Ꮭ ᏱᎬᏮᏰᏍᏗ.
ᎩᏟᏍ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎬᏮᏰᏍᏗ?
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎴ ᎩᏟ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏧᎩᏍᏗ.
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ᏍᎩᎾ ᎩᏟ. That’s a dog.
ᎩᏟ Ꮎ ᎤᎪᎮ ᏩᎦ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏣᎥ. The dog saw that the cow was inside

the barn.
ᏩᎦ ᏙᏱ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎩᏟ ᎤᏲ ᏄᏪᏎ. The cow went outside and the

dog made a bad utterance.
ᎩᏟᏍ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎬᏩᏩᏰᏍᏗ? Is the dog able to eat hay? (ᎬᏩ +

ᎤᏩᏰᏍᏗ)
Ꮭ ᏱᎬᏩᏩᏰᏍᏗ. He is not able eat it.
ᎩᏟᏍ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎬᏩᎩᏍᏗ? Is the dog able to eat meat?
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎴ ᎩᏟ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏧᎩᏍᏗ. The boy allowed the dog to

have some.
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ᎩᏟᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎠᏯᎢ

ᎩᏟᎤᏴᏍᏗᎤᏴᏞᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏅᎨ.
ᏩᎦ ᎤᏴᏞ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎤᏩᏰᏍᏗ.
ᎩᏟ ᎤᏲ ᏄᏪᏎ.
“ᎧᏁᏍᎦᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏱᏥᏯᎦ?” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏩᎦ.
“ᎥᏝ,” ᏄᏪᏎ ᎩᏟ.
“ᏗᎬᏆᏰᏍᏗ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏩᎦ. “ᎠᎩᏲᏏ.”
ᎾᎯᏳ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ, ᎠᏎᏃ

ᎩᏟ ᎤᏲ ᏄᏪᏎ ᏏᏊ ᏃᎴ ᏩᎦ ᏙᏱ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
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ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎨᏎ Ꮭ ᎩᏟ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏱᎬᏩᏰᏍᏗ ᎠᎴ
Ꮭ ᏳᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎴ ᏩᎦ ᏧᏩᏰᏍᏗ.
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ᎩᏟ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎠᏯᎢ. The dog, the one who is in the barn. The inside
barn dog.

ᎩᏟ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏴᏞ ᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎦᏅᎨ. The dog entered the barn
and was lying on some hay.

ᏩᎦ ᎤᏴᏞ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᎤᏩᏰᏍᏗ. The cow entered to eat hay.
ᎩᏟ ᎤᏲ ᏄᏪᏎ. The dog made a bad sound.
“ᎧᏁᏍᎦᏍ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏱᏥᏯᎦ?” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏩᎦ. “May I eat hay?” said the

cow.
“ᎥᏝ,” ᏄᏪᏎ ᎩᏟ. “No,” uttered the dog.
“ᏗᎬᏆᏰᏍᏗ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏩᎦ. “ᎠᎩᏲᏏ.” “I am able to eat hay,” said the

cow. “I’m hungry.”
ᎾᎯᏳᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎧᏁᏍᎦ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ, ᎠᏎᏃ ᎩᏟ ᎤᏲ ᏄᏪᏎ ᏏᏊ ᏃᎴ ᏩᎦ ᏙᏱ

ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. Then he tried to get hay, but the dog uttered a bad sound
again and the cow went outside.

ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎨᏎ ᏝᎩᏟ ᎧᏁᏍᎦᏱᎬᏩᏰᏍᏗᎠᎴ ᏝᏳᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎴᏩᎦ ᏧᏩᏰᏍᏗ.
It was that the dog is not able to eat hay and he did not permit the cow
to eat it.
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ᏥᏍᏉᏉ

ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ.
ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎩᎦᎨ ᎦᏁᏥ ᎨᏐ.
ᏥᏍᏉᏉᏍ ᏥᏍᏆ?
ᎪᎦ, ᎤᎫᎫ, ᎠᎴ ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎨᏐ ᏥᏍᏆ.
ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᏗᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗᏍ?
ᏥᏍᏉᏉᏥᎪᏩᏔ.
ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᏡᎬ ᎦᏚ ᎤᏬᏞ.
ᎡᏆᏅᏯ ᎠᏉᏞ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ ᎠᎩᎪᏩᏛᏗ.
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ᏥᏍᏉᏉ. A robin.
ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ. See the robin.
ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎩᎦᎨ ᎦᏁᏥ ᎨᏐ. A robin is red breasted.
ᏥᏍᏉᏉᏍ ᏥᏍᏆ? Is a robin a bird?
ᎪᎦ, ᎤᎫᎫ, ᎠᎴ ᏥᏍᏉᏉᎨᏐᏥᏍᏆ. Crows, owls, and robins are birds.
ᏥᏍᏉᏉᏍ ᏗᎬᏩᏃᎩᏍᏗ? Is a robin able to sing?
ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᏥᎪᏩᏔ. Let me see the robin.
ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᏡᎬ ᎦᏚ ᎤᏬᏞ. A robin is sitting on top of a tree.
ᎡᏆ ᏅᏯ ᎠᏉᏞ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ ᎠᎩᎪᏩᏛᏗ. I sat on a large rock and he

failed to see me.
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ᏪᏌᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ?
ᏪᏌ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᏪᏌᏍ ᏥᏍᏉᏉᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᏓᏳᏚᎸᎯ?
ᏪᏌ ᏥᏍᏉᏉᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᏓᏳᏚᎸᎯ.
Ꮭ ᏯᏆᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎸ ᏪᏌ ᏥᏍᏉᏉ

ᎤᏂᏱᏗ.
ᏪᏌ ᏡᎬ ᎤᎸᏎ ᎠᏎᏃ ᏥᏍᏉᏉᎤᏝᏫᏛᎮ.
ᏪᏌᏍ ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎤᏩᏰᏍᏗ ᏱᏓᏳᏚᎸᎯ

ᏳᏂᏴᎮ?
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ᏪᏌᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ? Do you see the cat?
ᏪᏌ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see the cat.
ᏪᏌᏍ ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᏓᏳᏚᎸᎯ? Will the cat want to catch the

robin? (Ꮣ + ᎤᏚᎸᎲ + Ꭲ)
ᏪᏌᏥᏍᏉᏉᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᏓᏳᏚᎸᎯ. The cat will want to catch the robin.
Ꮭ ᏯᏆᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎸ ᏪᏌ ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ. I did not allow the cat to

catch the robin.
ᏪᏌᏡᎬᎤᎸᏎ ᎠᏎᏃᏥᏍᏉᏉᎤᏝᏫᏛᎮ. The cat climbed the tree but

the robin took off flying.
ᏪᏌᏍ ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎤᏩᏰᏍᏗ ᏱᏓᏳᏚᎸᎯ ᏳᏂᏴᎮ? Will the cat eat the

robin if he caught it?
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ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᏡᎬ ᎦᏚ ᏗᏜ ᎤᏬᏞ.
ᏪᏌ ᎦᎸᎳᏗ ᎤᎸᏎ, ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎡᎳᏗ

ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
ᏪᏌᎡᎳᏗᎤᏪᏅᏎ, ᏥᏍᏉᏉᎤᏝᏫᏛᎮ.
“ᎥᏝ ᏯᎩᏂᏱᏍᎪ!”, ᎤᏛᏁ ᏥᏍᏉᏉ.
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ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏉᏉᏡᎬ ᎦᏚ ᏗᏜ ᎤᏬᏞ. A little robin sat towards the top
of a tree.

ᏪᏌ ᎦᎸᎳᏗ ᎤᎸᏎ, ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎡᎳᏗ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. A cat climbed high,
down the robin went.

ᏪᏌ ᎡᎳᏗ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ, ᏥᏍᏉᏉ ᎤᏝᏫᏛᎮ. The cat went down, the
robin flew away.

“ᎥᏝ ᏯᎩᏂᏱᏍᎪ!”, ᎤᏛᏁ ᏥᏍᏉᏉ. “He is not catching me!”, said
the robin.
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ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎦᎵᏦᏕ ᎤᏣ.
ᎤᏢᎦ.
ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ ᎦᎵᏦᏕ ᎤᏣ.
ᎤᎿ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ ᎤᏢᎬᎢ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎪᏩᏛᏗ.
ᎦᎵᏦᏕ ᎬᏩᏚᏫᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᏓᏁᎧᏃᎩᏍᎪ,

ᎠᏎᏃ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏓᎪᏩᏛᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᎲᏍᎪ.
ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᏱᏛᏆᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎵ

ᎤᏗᏘᏗ ᏱᏛᎩ”.
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ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎦᎵᏦᏕ ᎤᏣ. A little boy is in a house.
ᎤᏢᎦ. He is sick.
ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ ᎦᎵᏦᏕ ᎤᏣ. A doctor is in the house.
ᎤᎿ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ ᎤᏢᎬᎢ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎪᏩᏛᏗ. He went there to see the sick

boy.
ᎦᎵᏦᏕ ᎬᏩᏚᏫᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᏓᏁᎧᏃᎩᏍᎪ, ᎠᏎᏃ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏓᎪᏩᏛᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᎲᏍᎪ.

All around the house birds sing, but the boy fails to see them.
ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘᎤᏛᏁ, “ᏱᏛᏆᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎵᎤᏗᏘᏗᏱᏛᎩ”. The doctor said,

“I will allow him to get up if he will eat.”. (Ꮣ + ᎤᎬᎢ + Ꭲ).
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ᎤᏪᎵᏎ ᎥᏍᎩ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎦᏚ ᏗᏜ
ᎤᏴᏍᏗ. ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ Ꮭ ᏳᏲᏏᏍᎨ.
ᎥᏍᎩᎾᏃ ᎨᏎ Ꮭ ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ

ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᏏᏊ ᎦᏅᎨ.
ᏕᏡᎬ ᏚᎪᎮ.
ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎿ ᎨᏎ.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ, “ᏥᏥᏍᏆ ᏱᎨᏎ

ᎾᎯᏳ Ꮭ ᏱᏛᎩᏢᎩ.”
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ᎤᏪᎵᏎ ᎥᏍᎩᏥᏍᏆᎤᎪᎮ ᎦᏚ ᏗᏜᎤᏴᏍᏗ. ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᏝᏳᏲᏏᏍᎨ.
He thought that he saw a bird towards the top of the barn. He was
thirsty but was not hungry.

ᎥᏍᎩᎾᏃ ᎨᏎ ᎤᎢᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᏏᏊ ᎦᏅᎨ. And it was that he
failed to eat therefore he was lying down again.

ᏕᏡᎬ ᏚᎪᎮ. He saw trees.
ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎿ ᎨᏎ. Some birds were there.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ, “ᏥᏥᏍᏆ ᏱᎨᏎ ᎾᎯᏳ Ꮭ ᏱᏛᎩᏢᎩ.” The little

boy thought, “If I was a bird then I will not be sick.” (Ᏹ + Ꮣ + ᎠᎩᏢᎬᎢ
+ Ꭲ)
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ᏪᏌ ᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ

ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎾᏢᎨ.
ᏪᏌ ᎤᎪᎲᏎ ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ ᏳᎾᏚᎸᎮ.
ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᏥᏍᏆᎢ ᎠᏎᏃ

ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᏥᏴᎭ. ᎠᏇᎵᏒ

ᏍᎩᎾ ᎢᏥᏢᎨ. ᎪᏍᏓ ᏥᎦᎾᎦᏘ.”
ᏥᏍᏆ ᏪᏌ ᎤᏂᎪᎮ.
ᎤᏂᏛᏁᏃ, “ᎥᏝ ᏣᏴᏍᏗ ᏱᏨᏯᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁ.

ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏂᏢᎦ, ᎠᏎᏃ ᎥᏝ
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ᏱᎪᏣᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁ ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ ᎤᏂᎪᏩᏛᏗ
ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᏙᏓᎦᏯᎢ.”
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ᏪᏌ ᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ. A cat and some birds.
ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎾᏢᎨ. Some birds were sick.
ᏪᏌ ᎤᎪᎮᎾ ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ ᏳᎾᏚᎸᎮ. A cat went and saw if they wanted a

doctor. (ᎤᎪᎲᎢ + ᎡᎾ)
ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᏥᏍᏆᎢ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He tried to enter the bird

place but failed.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᏫᏥᏴᎭ. ᎠᏇᎵᏒ ᏍᎩᎾ ᎢᏥᏢᎨ. ᎪᏍᏓ ᏥᎦᎾᎦᏘ.”

So he said, “Let me in. I thought that you all were sick. I’m a good
doctor.”

ᏥᏍᏆ ᏪᏌ ᎤᏂᎪᎮ. The birds saw the cat.
ᎤᏂᏛᏁᏃ, “ᎥᏝ ᏣᏴᏍᏗ ᏱᏨᏯᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁ. ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏂᏢᎦ, ᎠᏎᏃ ᎥᏝ

ᏱᎪᏣᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁ ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ ᎤᏂᎪᏩᏛᏗ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᏙᏓᎦᏯᎢ.” And they said,
“We are not allowing you to enter. Some birds are sick, but we are not
allowing them to see a doctor that will eat them.”
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ᏍᎩᎾ ᎤᏪᏴ.
ᎤᏪᏴ ᎠᏰᏟ ᎠᎹ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ.
ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ ᏡᎬ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ ᎤᎿ, ᎤᏪᏴ

ᎠᏰᏟ.
ᎤᏪᏴ ᎠᏲᏟ ᏅᏯ ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ.
ᎤᏔᏂᎨ ᏅᏯ ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎤᏔᏂᎨ ᏅᏯ ᎡᎳᏗ ᎠᎹᏱ ᎠᎩᎪᎮ.
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ᏍᎩᎾ ᎤᏪᏴ. That’s a river.
ᎤᏪᏴ ᎠᏰᏟ ᎠᎹ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ. See the water in the river.
ᏡᎬ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ ᎤᎿ, ᎤᏪᏴ ᎠᏰᏟ. I see a tree’s shadow

there, in the middle of the river.
ᎤᏪᏴᎠᏲᏟᏅᏯᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ. In themiddle of the river he dropped

a rock.
ᎤᏔᏂᎨ ᏅᏯ ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. He tried to get a bigger rock.

(ᎤᏔᎾ + ᎨᎢ)
ᎤᏔᏂᎨ ᏅᏯ ᎡᎳᏗ ᎠᎹᏱ ᎠᎩᎪᎮ. I saw a bigger rock down in the

water.
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ᎩᏟ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬᎢ

ᎩᏟ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎤᎮ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏪᏴ
ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
ᎡᎳᏗ ᎠᎹᏱ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᏚᎪᎮ ᏐᎢ

ᎩᏟ ᎠᎴ ᏐᎢ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ

ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᏐᎢ ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎤᎩᏍᏗᎤᏄᎸᏁᎠᎴᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗᏝᎭᏫᏯ

ᏳᎮ.
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ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏅᎢ ᎤᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎡᎳᏗ ᎠᎹᏱ
ᎨᏎ.
ᏧᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᏚᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ

ᏥᎨᏎ.
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ᎩᏟ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬᎢ. A dog and his shadow.
ᎩᏟ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎤᎮ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏪᏴ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. A dog had a piece of

meat and went to the river.
ᎡᎳᏗ ᎠᎹᏱ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᏚᎪᎮ ᏐᎢ ᎩᏟ ᎠᎴ ᏐᎢ ᎭᏫᏯ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ.

Down in the middle of the water he thought that he saw them, another
dog and another piece of meat.

ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᏐᎢ ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
So he dropped his piece of meat and tried to get the other one.

ᎤᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ ᎠᎴ ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ Ꮭ ᎭᏫᏯ ᏳᎮ. He failed to get it and
so he didn’t have meat.

ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏅᎢᎤᎬᎭᎸᏓ ᎡᎳᏗᎠᎹᏱ ᎨᏎ. The fallen piece was down
in the water.

ᏧᎩᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᏚᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ ᏥᎨᏎ. He tried to get them but
they were only shadows. (Ꮵ + ᎨᏒᎢ)
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ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ

ᎤᏬᏚᎯ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ.
ᎠᏧᏣᏍ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏛᏲᏟ?
Ꮭ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏱᏓᏥᏲᏟ.
ᎫᎴᏍ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏘᏲᏟ?
ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏥᎪᎲ.
ᎤᏪᏴ ᏗᏜ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏎᎾ.
ᎠᏇᎵᏎ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏭᏝᏫᏛᎮ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ ᎪᎯ ᎢᎦ.
ᏣᏔᏕᎩᏍ ᎪᎯ ᎢᎦ?
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ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ. An acorn mourner. A morning dove.
ᎤᏬᏚᎯ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ. See the pretty acorn mourner.
ᎠᏧᏣᏍ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏛᏲᏟ? Will the boy shoot the acorn mourner?
Ꮭ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏱᏓᏥᏲᏟ. I will not shoot an acorn mourner.
ᎫᎴᏍ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏘᏲᏟ? Will you shoot an acorn mourner?
ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏥᎪᎲ. Another day I saw an acorn mourner.
ᎤᏪᏴ ᏗᏜ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎠᎹᎤᏁᎩᏎᎾ. The acorn mourner went to the

river and got water. (ᎤᏁᎩᏒᎢ + ᎡᎾ)
ᎠᏇᎵᏎ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏭᏝᏫᏛᎮ. I thought the acorn mourner took off

flying away from here.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏔᏕᎩ ᎪᎯ ᎢᎦ. The boy is thirsty today.
ᏣᏔᏕᎩᏍ ᎪᎯ ᎢᎦ? Are you thirsty today?
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ᎤᏍᏗ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ.
ᎯᎪᏘᏍ?
ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏪᏴ ᏭᏝᏫᏛᎮ.
ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏎᎾ.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎪᎮ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᏗᏟᏍᎨ ᎤᏪᏴ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏩᏨᏰ.
ᏐᎢ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏪᏴ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ

ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏩᏨᏰ.
ᎠᏴᏍ ᎠᎴ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᎤᎿ ᎨᏎ?
ᎥᏝ, ᎤᏂᏧᏣ ᎤᏪᏴ ᏭᏂᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎦᎵᏦᏕ

ᏥᏴᏞᎾ.
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ᎤᏍᏗ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ. I see a little wasp.
ᎯᎪᏘᏍ? Do you see it?
ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏪᏴ ᏭᏝᏫᏛᎮ. The wasp took off flying away to the

river.
ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎠᎹᎤᏁᎩᏎᎾ. The wasp went and got some water.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᎪᎮ. A little boy saw it.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᏗᏟᏍᎨ ᎤᏪᏴ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. The little boy was running when he

went to the river.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. The boy tried to catch the

wasp.
ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏩᏨᏰ. The wasp stung him.
ᏐᎢ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏪᏴ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. Another little boy went to the river.
ᏐᎢ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᎴ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏍᏊ ᎤᏩᏨᏰ.

The other boy tried to catch the wasp and the wasp stung him also.
ᎠᏴᏍ ᎠᎴ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᎤᎿ ᎨᏎ? Was I with the boys there?
ᎥᏝ, ᎤᏂᏧᏣ ᎤᏪᏴ ᏭᏂᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎦᎵᏦᏕ ᏥᏴᏞᎾ. No, the boys went

away to the river and I went and entered the house. (Ꮵ + ᎤᏴᏢᎢ +
ᎡᎾ)
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ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏍᏗ
ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ

ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏍᏗ
ᎤᏪᏴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏒᏎ.
ᎠᎹᏱ ᎤᎶᏎ.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎤᎪᎮ.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏧᎦᎶᎦ ᏚᏙᏅᏔᏁ

ᎤᏪᏴᎢ.
ᎠᏂᎵᏍᏕᎵᏍᎩ ᎨᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎦᏚ

ᎤᎸᏎ.
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ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ. The acorn mourner and the little
wasp.

ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎤᏪᏴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏁᎩᏒᏎ. A
thirsty little wasp went to a little river to get some water. (ᎤᏁᎩᏒᎢ +
ᎥᏒᎢ)

ᎠᎹᏱ ᎤᎶᏎ. She fell into the water.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎤᎪᎮ. An acorn mourner saw her.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏧᎦᎶᎦ ᏚᏙᏅᏔᏁ ᎤᏪᏴᎢ. The acorn mourner

dropped some leaves into the river.
ᎠᏂᎵᏍᏕᎵᏍᎩ ᎨᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎦᏚ ᎤᎸᏎ. There were helpers and

the wasp climbed on top.
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ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎠᎵᏏᏅᏙᏗ ᎨᏎ.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏕ.
ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥᎤᎪᎮᎠᏧᏣ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ

ᎡᎵᏇ ᏯᏲᎭ.
ᎤᏝᏫᏛᎮ ᏃᎴ ᎤᏩᏨᏰ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏲᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ ᏃᎴ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ

ᎤᏝᏫᏛᎮ.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎠᎵᏍᏅᏙᏗ ᎨᏎ.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏕ.
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ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎠᎵᏏᏅᏙᏗ ᎨᏎ. The wasp was a saved one.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏕ. The acorn mourner saved

the little wasp.
ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏯᏲᎭ. Another day

the wasp saw a boy about to shoot the acorn mourner.
ᎤᏝᏫᏛᎮ ᏃᎴ ᎤᏩᏨᏰ. She took off flying and stung him.
ᎠᏧᏣᎤᏲᏍᏗᎤᏄᎸᏁ ᏃᎴ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᏭᏝᏫᏛᎮ. The boy failed to shoot

it and the acorn mourner took off flying away.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎠᎵᏍᏅᏙᏗ ᎨᏎ. The acorn mourner was a saved one.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏕ. The little wasp saved the

acorn mourner.
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ᎠᎨᏯ

ᎠᎨᏯᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎨᏯ ᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᎬᎨᏳ. ᏥᏍᏆ

ᎦᏥᎨᏳ. ᎬᎩᎨᏳᏏ ᎦᏥᎨᏳ.”
ᎠᎨᏯ ᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᏣᏍᏗ ᎯᏧᏣ ᏂᎦᏓ

ᎦᎯᎨᏳᏏ.”
ᏂᎦᏓᏍ ᏧᏂᏍᏗ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᏧᏂᎨᏳᏏ?
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ᎠᎨᏯ. A woman.
ᎠᎨᏯᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ? Do you see the woman?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎨᏯ ᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᎬᎨᏳ. ᏥᏍᏆ ᎦᏥᎨᏳ. ᎬᎩᎨᏳᏏ ᎦᏥᎨᏳ.”

The little boy said, “I love you. I love birds. I love lovers of me.”
ᎠᎨᏯᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᏣᏍᏗ ᎯᏧᏣ ᏂᎦᏓ ᎦᎯᎨᏳᏏ.” The woman said, “You are

a little boy who is a lover of all.”
ᏂᎦᏓᏍ ᏧᏂᏍᏗ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᏧᏂᎨᏳᏏ? Are all little boys ones who love?
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ᎦᎪ ᎯᎨᏳ?
ᏱᏓᎦᎯᎨᏳᏏ, ᏓᎨᏣᎨᏳᏏ.
ᎩᏟ ᏂᎬ ᎡᏙ.
ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᎦᎵᏦᏕᎯ ᏂᎬ ᎠᏁᏙ.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᏕᏡᎬᎯ ᎦᏥᎪᎲ.
ᏂᎬ ᎠᏂᏃᎯᎴᎨ?
ᎦᎪ ᎠᎴ ᏂᎯ ᎣᎩᏁᏙᎴ?
ᎡᏉᏂᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ?
ᏒᏃᏱᏍ ᎡᎯ ᏅᏓ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ?
ᏅᏓ ᎡᏉᏂ ᎦᎸᎳᏗᏜ ᎠᎵᏌᏔᏗ.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏅᏓ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎤᏛᏁᏃ, “Ꮒ!

ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ!”
ᎦᎪ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏁᏙᎴ?
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎴ ᎠᎨᏯ ᎤᏁᏙᎴ.
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ᎦᎪ ᎯᎨᏳ? Who do you love?
ᏱᏓᎦᎯᎨᏳᏏ, ᏓᎨᏣᎨᏳᏏ. Maybe you will love them, the ones who

will love you. (Ᏹ + Ꮣ + ᎦᎯ + ᎤᎨᏳᏒᎢ + Ꭲ), (Ꮣ + ᎨᏣ + ᎤᎨᏳᏒᎢ + Ꭲ)
ᎩᏟ ᏂᎬ ᎡᏙ. The dog is walking all about.
ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᎦᎵᏦᏕᎯ ᏂᎬ ᎠᏁᏙ. The boys are walking all about in the

house.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᏕᏡᎬᎯ ᎦᏥᎪᎲ. I saw birds in the trees.
ᏂᎬᏍ ᎠᏂᏃᎯᎴᎨ? Did they fly all about?
ᎦᎪ ᎠᎴ ᏂᎯ ᎣᎩᏁᏙᎴ? Who and you were walking?
ᎡᏉᏂᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ? Do you see the sea?
ᏒᏃᏱᏍ ᎡᎯ ᏅᏓ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ? Do you see the midnight sky orb? Do

you see the moon?
ᏅᏓ ᎡᏉᏂ ᎦᎸᎳᏗᏜ ᎠᎵᏌᏔᏗ. The moon is rising high over the

sea.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣᏅᏓᎤᎪᎮ ᎤᏛᏁᏃ, “Ꮒ! ᏅᏙᎯᏥᏍᏚ!” The little boy saw

the moon and said, “Look! A rabbit in the moon!”
ᎦᎪ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏍᏗᎠᏧᏣᎤᏁᏙᎴ? Who and the little boy where walking?
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎴ ᎠᎨᏯ ᎤᏁᏙᎴ. The boy and the woman were walking.
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ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ

ᏒᏃᏱ ᎡᎯ ᏅᏓ ᏥᎪᏩᏘ ᎠᎴ ᏅᏓ
ᎠᎪᏩᏘᏍᎩ ᎠᎩᎪᏩᏘ.
ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ, ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ, ᎭᏢ ᎮᎪ?
“ᎦᎸᎳᏗᏜ ᎦᎵᏌᎳᏗ ᎡᎳᏗ ᏓᎩᎪᏩᏛᏗ”
ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ, ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ, ᎦᏙᎲ ᎮᎪ?
“ᎦᎵᏘ. ᏩᎭᏯ ᎠᏆᏰᏍᏗ ᎤᏚᎵ. ᎨᏡᎲᏍᎦ.

ᏩᎭᏯᏍ ᎯᏯᏛᎩ? ᎠᎤᎤ…”
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ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ. The rabbit in the moon.
ᏒᏃᏱᎡᎯᏅᏓᏥᎪᏩᏘᎠᎴᏅᏓᎠᎪᏩᏘᏍᎩᎠᎩᎪᏩᏘ. I see themoon

and the moon as one who sees is seeing me.
ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ, ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ, ᎭᏢ ᎮᎪ? Rabbit in the moon, rabbit in

the moon, where are you going?
“ᎦᎸᎳᏗᏜ ᎦᎵᏌᎳᏗ ᎡᎳᏗ ᏓᎩᎪᏩᏛᏗ” “Towards high I am rising

to see all about.”
ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ, ᏅᏙᎯ ᏥᏍᏚ, ᎦᏙᎲ ᎮᎪ? Rabbit in the moon, rabbit in

the moon, why are you going?
“ᎦᎵᏘ. ᏩᎭᏯ ᎠᏆᏰᏍᏗ ᎤᏚᎵ. ᎨᏡᎲᏍᎦ. ᏩᎭᏯᏍ ᎯᏯᏛᎩ? ᎠᎤᎤ…”

“I am running away. The wolf wants to eat me. He is howling. Do
you hear the wolf? Ah-ooo…”
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ᎠᏍᎦᏯᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ?
ᎤᏤᎵ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᏗ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ?
ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᏧᎳ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ.
ᎤᏪᎵᏎ, “ᏧᎳ ᏓᏥᏂᏴᎯ”, ᎠᏎᏃ ᏧᎳ

ᎦᏣᏄᎵ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᎩᏟ ᏧᎳ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᏏᏊ

ᏧᎳ ᎦᏣᏄᎵ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ Ꮭ ᎩᏟ
ᏳᏂᏴᎮ.
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ᎠᏍᎦᏯᏍ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ? Do you see the man?
ᎤᏤᎵᏍ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᏗ ᎯᎪᏩᏘ? Do you see his shadow?
ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᏧᎳ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ. The man tried to catch a fox.
ᎤᏪᎵᏎ, “ᏧᎳ ᏓᏥᏂᏴᎯ”, ᎠᏎᏃ ᏧᎳ ᎦᏣᏄᎵᎤᎵᏘᏎ ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗᎤᏄᎸᏁ.

He thought, “I will catch a fox”, but the fox ran away fast so he failed.
ᎩᏟ ᏧᎳ ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᏏᏊ ᏧᎳ ᎦᏣᏄᎵ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ

ᏝᎩᏟᏳᏂᏴᎮ. The dog tried to catch the fox but again the fox ran away
fast so the dog did not catch him.
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ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏤᎵᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬᎢ

ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ ᏍᎩᎾ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ
ᏓᎦᏂᏴᎯ.
ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ

ᎠᎵᏘᏍᎩ ᎨᏎ.
ᏏᏊ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᏫᎦᏣᏄᎸᎢ ᎠᏗᏟᏎ.
ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ ᏩᏯᏄᎸᎢ ᎤᎵᏘᏍᎩ ᎨᏎ.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᎠᏇᎵᏒ

ᏍᎩᎾ ᏓᏥᏂᏴᎯ. ᏏᏊ ᎠᏆᏁᏟᏔᏅ ᎠᎴ ᏏᏊ.
ᎠᏎᏃ ᎠᎩᏅᎸᏅ.”
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ᎤᏟ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ
ᎠᎨᎮᎩ ᎨᏎ.
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ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬᎢ. A man and his shadow.
ᎠᏍᎦᏯᎤᏪᎵᏎᏍᎩᎾᎤᏤᎵᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ ᏓᎦᏂᏴᎯ. Aman thought that

he will catch his shadow.
ᎤᏂᏱᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ ᎠᎵᏘᏍᎩ ᎨᏎ. He tried to catch

it but the shadow was as one who ran away.
ᏏᏊ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᏫᎦᏣᏄᎸᎢ ᎠᏗᏟᏎ. Again he tried running most

fast.(Ꮻ + ᎦᏣᏄᎵ + ᎥᎢ)
ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ ᏩᏯᏄᎸᎢ ᎤᎵᏘᏍᎩ ᎨᏎ. The shadow was the fastest one

who ran away. (Ꮻ + ᎠᏯᏄᎵ + ᎥᎢ)
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗᎠᏍᎦᏯᎤᏛᏁ, “ᎠᏇᎵᏒᏍᎩᎾᏓᏥᏂᏴᎯ. ᏏᏊᎠᏆᏁᏟᏔᏅ

ᎠᎴ ᏏᏊ. ᎠᏎᏃ ᎠᎩᏅᎸᏅ.” So the man said, “I thought that I will catch
it. Again, I tried and again. But I failed.”

ᎤᏟ ᏭᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬ ᎠᎨᎮᎩ ᎨᏎ. Away he went and his
shadow as one who chases chased him.
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ᏍᎩᎾ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎢᎦᏅᎯᏓ ᎢᏳᏍᏗ ᏐᎢ.
ᎰᏍᏓᏍ ᎤᏙᏓᏆᏓ?
ᎣᏍᏓ ᏱᎾᏛᏁᎭ ᎠᏂᏴᏫ ᏱᏓᎨᏣᎨᏳᏏ.
ᏥᏍᏆ ᎠᏁᎵᏍᎨ Ꮭ ᏪᏌ ᏱᏙᏓᏳᏂᏴᎯ.
ᎠᏂᏴᏫ ᎤᏂᎪᎮ ᏅᏓ ᎦᎸᎳᏗ

ᎠᎵᏌᎳᏗᏍᎩ ᎡᏉᏂ ᎭᏫᏂ.
ᎭᏢ ᏂᎦᏓ ᎠᏂᏴᏫ?

ᏦᏍᏓ ᎢᏗᏛᏁᏗ ᎠᏎ ᎢᏗᏣᏛᏁᏗ.
ᏂᎬᎢ ᎢᏗᏣᏛᏁᏗ.
ᏂᎦᏓ ᎦᎯᏍᏕᎸᏗ.
ᏫᎪᎯᏓ ᎠᏎ ᎢᏗᏣᏛᏁᏗ.
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ᏍᎩᎾᎪᎱᏍᏗᎢᎦᏅᎯᏓᎢᏳᏍᏗᏐᎢ. That thing is as long as the other.
ᎰᏍᏓᏍ ᎤᏙᏓᏆᏓ? Are you good all day?
ᎣᏍᏓ ᏱᎾᏛᏁᎭ ᎠᏂᏴᏫ ᏱᏓᎨᏣᎨᏳᏏ. If you are doing good people

will love you. (Ᏹ + Ꮒ + ᎭᏛᏁᎭ), (Ᏹ + Ꮣ + ᎨᏣ + ᎤᎨᏳᏒᎢ + Ꭲ)
ᏥᏍᏆ ᎠᏁᎵᏍᎨ Ꮭ ᏪᏌ ᏱᏙᏓᏳᏂᏴᎯ. The birds were thinking that

the cat will not will catch them.
ᎠᏂᏴᏫ ᎤᏂᎪᎮ ᏅᏓ ᎦᎸᎳᏗ ᎠᎵᏌᎳᏗᏍᎩ ᎠᎴ ᎡᏉᏂ ᎭᏫᏂ. People

saw the moon up high as one rising and the sea underneath.
ᎭᏢ ᏂᎦᏓ ᎠᏂᏴᏫ? Where are all the people?
ᏦᏍᏓ ᎢᏗᏛᏁᏗ ᎠᏎ ᎢᏗᏣᏛᏁᏗ. You must do good things for doing.

(Ꮒ + Ꮧ + ᎠᏛᏁᏗ), (Ꮒ + Ꮧ + Ꮳ + ᎠᏛᏁᏗ)
ᏂᎬᎢ ᎢᏗᏣᏛᏁᏗ. Everywhere you need to do it.
ᏂᎦᏓ ᎦᎯᏍᏕᎸᏗ. You need to help all.
ᏫᎪᎯᏓ ᎠᏎ ᎢᏗᏣᏛᏁᏗ. The longest time you need to do it. (Ꮻ +

ᎪᎯᏓ)
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ᎣᏓᎸ ᎡᎯ ᏢᏓᎩ ᏥᎪᏘ.
ᏥᏍᏕᏥᏍ ᎯᎪᏘ?
ᎤᏂᏲᏏᏍ?
ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢᏍ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏙᏓᏲᏏ?
ᎯᏢᏓᏥ ᏱᎩ, ᏥᏍᏕᏥᏍ ᏱᏙᏓᏣᏲᏏ?
ᏢᏓᏥᏍ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏓᎦᏯᎢ?
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᏂᏓᎦᏛᏁᎵ.”
ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎨᏎ.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏕ ᎠᎴ Ꮎ

ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎵᏍᏅᏕ Ꮎ ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ.
ᏱᏙᏓᏍᎩᏲᏏ ᏱᏓᎬᎩᏎᎵ.
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ᎣᏓᎸ ᎡᎯ ᏢᏓᎩ ᏥᎪᏘ. I see a great cat that dwells in the mountain.
I see a mountain lion.

ᏥᏍᏕᏥᏍ ᎯᎪᏘ? Do you see the mouse?
ᎤᏂᏲᏏᏍ? Are they hungry?
ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢᏍ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏙᏓᏲᏏ? Will the hungry lion let it go?

(Ꮥ + Ꮣ + ᎤᏲᏒᎢ + Ꭲ)
ᎯᏢᏓᏥ ᏱᎩ, ᏥᏍᏕᏥᏍ ᏱᏙᏓᏣᏲᏏ? If you are a lion, maybe you will

let the mouse go? (Ꮥ + Ꮣ + Ꮳ + ᎤᏲᏒᎢ + Ꭲ)
ᏢᏓᏥᏍ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏓᎦᏯᎢ? Will the lion eat the mouse? (Ꮣ + ᎤᏩᏯᎥᎢ

+ Ꭲ)
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᏂᏓᎦᏛᏁᎵ.” A boy said to a man, “I will do

it.” (Ꮒ + Ꮣ + ᎠᎩ + ᎤᏛᏁᎸᎢ + Ꭲ)
ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎨᏎ. The man thought the little boy

was good.
ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏕ ᎠᎴ Ꮎ ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎵᏍᏅᏕ Ꮎ ᎫᎴ

ᏗᏍᎪᏂ. An acorn mourner saved a wasp and the wasp saved the acorn
mourner.

ᏱᏙᏓᏍᎩᏲᏏ ᏱᏓᎬᎩᏎᎵ. If you will let me go I will get it for you.
(Ᏹ + Ꮥ + Ꮣ + ᏍᎩ + ᎤᏲᏒᎢ + Ꭲ), (Ᏹ + Ꮣ + Ꭼ + ᎤᎩᏒᎢ + ᎡᎵ)
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ᏢᏓᏥ ᎠᎴ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ

ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏪᎧᎮ ᎠᎴ
ᎤᏩᏰᏍᏗ ᎤᏚᎸᎮ.
ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ Ꮭ ᎤᎵᏘᏍᏗ ᏱᎩ

ᏍᏊ ᏢᏓᏥ ᎡᎵᏊ ᏱᎦᏯᏯᎦ.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗᏢᏓᏥᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᏱᏙᏓᏍᎩᏲᏏ

ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦ ᏱᏓᎬᏍᏕᎸᎯ.”
ᏢᏓᏥ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ, “ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ Ꮭ

ᎠᎩᏍᏕᎸᏗ ᎨᏎ”, ᎠᏎᏃ Ꮟ ᏚᏲᏎ.
Ꮠ ᎢᎦ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎪᎮ ᏍᎩᎾ ᏢᏓᏥ

ᎠᎦᏯᎷᏗ ᎤᏣᎡ ᎠᎴ Ꮭ ᎤᎵᏘᏍᏗ ᎨᏎ.
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ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎠᎦᏯᎷᏗ ᎤᏤᎵ ᏫᎦᏣᏄᎸ
ᎤᏪᏅᏎ.
“ᏙᏓᎬᏲᏏ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ.
ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏚᏲᏎ ᎠᎴ ᏢᏓᏥ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏕ ᎢᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᏛᏁ.

ᎦᏙ ᎤᏛᏁᎴ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏢᏓᏥ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏙᏗ?
ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏛᏁᏗ?
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ᏢᏓᏥ ᎠᎴ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ. The great cat and the mouse.
ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢᏢᏓᏥᏥᏍᏕᏥᎤᏪᎧᎮᎠᎴᎤᏩᏰᏍᏗᎤᏚᎸᎮ. A hungry great

cat had a mouse and wanted to eat it.
ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ Ꮭ ᎤᎵᏘᏍᏗ ᏱᎩ ᏍᏊᏃ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᏢᏓᏥ ᎡᎵᏊ

ᏱᎦᏯᏯᎦ. The mouse saw that he was not able to run and also that
the great cat might be about to eat him. (Ᏹ + Ꭶ + ᎯᏯᏯᎦ)

ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗᏥᏍᏕᏥᏢᏓᏥᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᏱᏙᏓᏍᎩᏲᏏ ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦᏱᏓᎬᏍᏕᎸᎯ.”
So the mouse said to the great cat, “If you will let me go another day
I will help you.”

ᏢᏓᏥ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ, “ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ Ꮭ ᎠᎩᏍᏕᎸᏗ ᎨᏎ”, ᎠᏎᏃ Ꮟ ᏚᏲᏎ. The
great cat thought, “That mouse is not able to help me”, but still he
released him.

Ꮠ ᎢᎦ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎪᎮ ᏍᎩᎾ ᏢᏓᏥ ᎠᎦᏯᎷᏗ ᎤᏣᎡ ᎠᎴ Ꮭ ᎤᎵᏘᏍᏗ ᎨᏎ.
Another day the mouse saw that the great cat was inside a net and he
was not able to escape.

ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎠᎦᏯᎷᏗ ᎤᏤᎵ ᏫᎦᏣᏄᎸ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. The mouse went his
fastest to the net.

“ᏙᏓᎬᏲᏏ,” ᎤᏛᏁᎤᏍᏗᏥᏍᏕᏥ. “I will set you free.”, said the little
mouse.

ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏚᏲᏎ ᎠᎴ ᏢᏓᏥ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ. The mouse set the great cat
free and the great cat escaped.

ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏕ ᎢᏳᏍᏗ ᎤᏛᏁ. The little mouse saved him
because he said so.

ᎦᏙ ᎤᏛᏁᎴ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏢᏓᏥ ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏙᏗ? What did the mouse do to
save the great cat?

ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎤᏛᏁᏗ? What is the mouse able to do?
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ᎭᏢ ᏂᎦᏓ?

Ꭳ, ᎭᏢ ᏂᎦᏓ ᏦᏍᏓ ᏧᎾᏍᏗ ᎠᎨᏳᏣ? ᎭᏢ
ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎪᎯ ᎢᎦ?
ᎠᎴ ᎭᏢ ᏂᎦᏓ ᏦᏍᏓ ᏧᎾᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ? ᎭᏢ

ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎪᎯ ᎢᎦ?
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ᎭᏢ ᏂᎦᏓ? Where is everyone?
Ꭳ, ᎭᏢ ᏂᎦᏓ ᏦᏍᏓ ᏧᎾᏍᏗ ᎠᎨᏳᏣ? ᎭᏢ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎪᎯ ᎢᎦ? Oh, where

are all the good little girls? Where are they today?
ᎠᎴ ᎭᏢ ᏂᎦᏓ ᏦᏍᏓ ᏧᎾᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ? ᎭᏢ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎪᎯ ᎢᎦ? And where are

all the good little boys? Where are they today?
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎴ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏕᎯᎪᏩᏘ?
ᏧᎳᏍ ᎠᏍᎦ ᏢᏓᏥ?
ᏧᎳ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏚᏠᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏍᎦᎴ.
ᏢᏓᏥᏍ ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎨ ᏧᎳ ᏚᏠᏎ?
ᏏᏊ ᏧᎳ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏚᏠᏎ.
ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦ ᎨᏎ.
ᏥᏍᏕᏥᏍ ᎤᏍᎦᎴ ᏢᏓᏥ ᎤᎪᎮ

ᎠᎦᏯᎷᏗᎯ?
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎴ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏕᎯᎪᏩᏘ? Do you see the fox and the great cat?
ᏧᎳᏍ ᎠᏍᎦ ᏢᏓᏥ? Is the fox afraid of the great cat?
ᏧᎳ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏚᏠᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏍᎦᎴ. The fox met the great cat and he was

afraid.
ᏢᏓᏥᏍ ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎨ ᏧᎳ ᏚᏠᏎ? Was the great cat hungry when he met

the fox?
ᏏᏊ ᏧᎳ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏚᏠᏎ. Again the fox met the great cat.
ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦ ᎨᏎ. Another day it was.
ᏥᏍᏕᏥᏍ ᎤᏍᎦᎴ ᏢᏓᏥ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎦᏯᎷᏗᎯ? Was the mouse afraid of

the great cat when he saw him in the net?
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎴ ᏢᏓᏥ

Ꮭ ᎢᎸᎯᏳ ᏧᎳ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏚᏠᏎ.
ᎾᎯᏳᏃᏌᏊᎢᎦᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎴᎤᏔᎾᎤᏍᎦᎴ.

ᎤᏤᎵ ᏩᏯᏄᎸᎢ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ.
ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦ ᏧᎳ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏏᏊ ᏚᏠᏎ.
ᏏᏊ ᎤᏍᎦᎴ ᎠᎴᏃ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ ᎠᎵᏘᏍᎨ

“ᏣᏆᎵᏘᏒ ᎤᏔᏂᎨ ᎨᏒ.”
ᎪᎯᏴᎢ ᏏᏊ ᏚᏠᏎ ᎠᏎᏃ Ꮭ ᏳᏍᎦᎴ. ᏢᏓᏥ

ᏗᏜ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎤᎴᏅᎮ ᎦᏬᏂ.
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎴ ᏢᏓᏥ. A fox and a great cat.
Ꮭ ᎢᎸᎯᏳ ᏧᎳ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏚᏠᏎ. Never had the fox met the great cat.
ᎾᎯᏳᏃᏌᏊ ᎢᎦᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎴᎤᏔᎾᎤᏍᎦᎴ. ᎤᏤᎵᏩᏯᏄᎸᎢᎤᎵᏘᏎ. And

then one day he saw him and was greatly afraid. His fastest he ran
away.

ᏐᎢ ᎢᎦ ᏧᎳ ᏢᏓᏥ ᏏᏊ ᏚᏠᏎ. Another day the fox saw the great cat
again.

ᏏᏊ ᎤᏍᎦᎴ ᎠᎴᏃ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ ᎠᎵᏘᏍᎨ “ᏣᏆᎵᏘᏒ ᎤᏔᏂᎨ ᎨᏒ.” Again he
was afraid and he thought as he was running away, “When I ran away
last time, it was bigger.” (Ꮵ + ᎠᎩ + ᎤᎵᏘᏒᎢ)

ᎪᎯᏴᎢ ᏏᏊ ᏚᏠᏎ ᎠᏎᏃ Ꮭ ᏳᏍᎦᎴ. ᏢᏓᏥ ᏗᏜ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ ᎤᎴᏅᎮ ᎦᏬᏂ.
Later, again he met the great cat but was not afraid. He went towards
the great cat and started speaking.
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ᏣᏅᏔᏪᏌ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏓᏂᏂᏲᏍᎪ.
ᏣᏅᏔᏍ ᏪᏌ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏓᏂᏰᏍᎪ?
ᎮᎵᏍ Ꮎ ᏪᏌ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏓᏂᏴᎯ ᏳᏲᏏ?
ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎠᏂᏍᎦ ᏪᏌ.
ᎮᎵᏍ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏂᏍᎦᎴ ᏪᏌ?
ᎤᏂᏍᎦᎴ ᎨᎵ.
ᏪᏌ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎤᏓᏅᏖᏗ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ

ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ ᏥᏍᏆ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ.
ᎤᎾᏛᏁ, “Ꮭ ᏱᏓᏱᏍᎩᏁᏏ.”
ᎤᏢᎬᎢ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᏐᎢ ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ

ᏫᏗᎾᎩ.”
ᏐᎢ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᎭᏢ ᏪᏌ? ᏫᏗᎪᏩᏔ.

ᎠᏆᏅᏔ ᎡᏙ.”
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ᏣᏅᏔᏪᏌ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏓᏂᏂᏲᏍᎪ. You know that cats catch mice.
ᏣᏅᏔᏍ ᏪᏌ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏓᏂᏰᏍᎪ? Do you know cats eat mice?
ᎮᎵᏍ ᎾᏪᏌᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏓᏂᏴᎯᏳᏲᏏ? Do you think that a cat will catch

a mouse if it is hungry?
ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎠᏂᏍᎦ ᏪᏌ. Mice are afraid of a cat.
ᎮᎵᏍᏥᏍᏆᎤᏂᏍᎦᎴ ᏪᏌ? Do you think the birds were afraid of the

cat?
ᎤᏂᏍᎦᎴ ᎨᎵ. They were afraid I think.
ᏪᏌ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎤᏓᏅᏖᏗ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ ᏥᏍᏆ ᏧᏁᏍᏗ. The cat

tried to think of something to do to get the birds.
ᎤᎾᏛᏁ, “Ꮭ ᏱᏓᏱᏍᎩᏁᏏ.” They said, “You will not get us.”
ᎤᏢᎬᎢ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᏐᎢ ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ ᏫᏗᎾᎩ.” A sick bird said, “Let

us all get another doctor.”
ᏐᎢ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᎭᏢ ᏪᏌ? ᏫᏗᎪᏩᏔ. ᎠᏆᏅᏔ ᎡᏙ.” Another

bird said, “Where is the cat? Let all of us see. I know it is around
here.”
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ᏪᏌ ᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ

ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎦᎵᏦᏕᎯ ᎤᏔᎾ ᎤᏂᏍᎦᎴ
ᏪᏌ.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᏚᎾᏠᏎ ᎤᎾᏓᏅᏖᏗ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ

ᎢᏯᎾᏛᏁᏗ.
“ᏪᏌ ᏫᏂᏛᏅᏓ ᎤᎭᎸᏂ.”, ᎤᏛᏁ ᏌᏊ

ᏥᏍᏕᏥ.
“ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎠᏓᏅᏖᏗ! ᏂᏓᏛᎦ!”, ᏂᎦᏓ

ᎤᎾᏛᏁ.
“ᎤᎭᎸᏂᏥᎢᏙ,” ᎤᏛᏁᏐᎢ, “ᎦᎪᏥᏍᏕᏥ

ᎢᏳᏩᏅᏙᏗ ᏪᏌ?”
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ᎠᏎᏃ Ꮭ ᎩᎶ ᏳᏚᎸᎮ ᎤᎭᎸᏂ ᎢᏳᏩᏅᏙᏗ
ᏪᏌ.
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ᏪᏌ ᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ. A cat and some mice.
ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎦᎵᏦᏕᎯ ᎤᏔᎾ ᎤᏂᏍᎦᎴ ᏪᏌ. Some mice in a house

were greatly afraid of a cat.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᏚᎾᏠᏎ ᎤᎾᏓᏅᏖᏗ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎢᏯᎾᏛᏁᏗ. So they met to

think of something to do.
“ᏪᏌ ᏫᏂᏛᏅᏓ ᎤᎭᎸᏂ.”, ᎤᏛᏁ ᏌᏊ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ. “Let us all put a bell

on the cat.”, said one mouse. (Ꮻ + Ꮒ + ᎢᏗ + ᏅᏅᏓ)
“ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎠᏓᏅᏖᏗ! ᏂᏓᏛᎦ!”, ᏂᎦᏓ ᎤᎾᏛᏁ. “That’s a good

thought! Let us all do it!”, they all said.
“ᎤᎭᎸᏂ ᏥᎢᏙ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏐᎢ, “ᎦᎪ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎢᏳᏩᏅᏙᏗ ᏪᏌ?” “I have

the bell in hand”, said another, “Who is the mouse to put it on the cat?”
ᎠᏎᏃ Ꮭ ᎩᎶ ᏳᏚᎸᎮ ᎤᎭᎸᏂ ᎢᏳᏩᏅᏙᏗ ᏪᏌ . But no one wanted to

put the bell on the cat.
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“ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎢᏓᎸᏉᏙᏗ ᏫᏂᏓᏛᎦ,” ᎤᎾᏛᏁ
ᎠᏂᏧᏣ.
ᎤᏪᏴ ᏭᏁᏅᏎ.
“ᎢᏗᎪᏩᏘᏍ ᎯᎠ ᏅᏯ? ᎤᏬᏚᎯᏧ? ᎯᎠ

ᎣᏍᏓ ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ.”, ᎤᎾᏛᏁ.
ᎢᎦᏓ ᏧᎾᏍᏗ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᎤᎾᎨᏫᏍᎪ.
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“ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎢᏓᎸᏉᏙᏗ ᏫᏂᏓᏛᎦ,” ᎤᎾᏛᏁ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ. “Let’s do something
we like,” said the boys.

ᎤᏪᏴ ᏭᏁᏅᏎ. They went away to the river.
“ᎢᏗᎪᏩᏘᏍ ᎯᎠ ᏅᏯ? ᎤᏬᏚᎯᏧ? ᎯᎠ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ.”, ᎤᎾᏛᏁ.

“Do all of us see this rock? Isn’t it pretty? This is a good thing for
doing.”, they said.

ᎢᎦᏓ ᏧᎾᏍᏗ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᎤᎾᎨᏫᏍᎪ. Some little boys forget.
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ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏄᎾ

ᎢᎦᏓ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᏭᏁᏅᏎ ᎤᏪᏴᎢ. ᎤᎿ ᎢᎦᏓ
ᎧᏄᎾ ᎨᏎ.
ᎧᏄᎾ ᏂᎬᎢ ᏓᎾᎵᏔᏕᎨ ᏃᎴ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᏓᏂᎯᎮ

ᏅᏯ ᎬᏗ.
“ᎠᏂᏧᏣ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏌᏊ ᎧᏄᎾ, “ᎯᎠ

ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ ᎤᏂᎸᏉᏗ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎢᏣᎨᏫᏍᎦ
ᎢᏍᎩᎯ.”
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ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏄᎾ. The boys and some frogs.
ᎢᎦᏓ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᏭᏁᏅᏎ ᎤᏪᏴᎢ. ᎤᎿ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎧᏄᎾ ᎨᏎ. Some boys went

away to the river. There were some bull frogs there.
ᎧᏄᎾ ᏂᎬᎢ ᏓᎾᎵᏔᏕᎨ ᏃᎴ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ ᏓᏂᎯᎮᏅᏯ ᎬᏗ. The bull frogs were

jumping everywhere and the boys were killing them with rocks.
“ᎠᏂᏧᏣ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏌᏊ ᎧᏄᎾ, “ᎯᎠ ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ ᎤᏂᎸᏉᏗ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎢᏣᎨᏫᏍᎦ

ᎢᏍᎩᎯ.” “Boys,” said one frog, “You all like this thing for doing but
you all are forgetting you all are killing us.”
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ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏥᎪᎲ ᎦᏍᎩᎶ ᎭᏫᏂ.
ᎭᏢ ᏪᏌ ᎨᏎ?
Ꭷ ᏪᏌ! ᎭᏢ ᏂᎯ ᎨᏎ?
ᏩᎦ ᎢᏴᏍᏗᏍ ᏣᏣᎡ? ᎦᏙᎲ ᏣᏣᎡ?
Ꭳ, ᏣᏔᏕᎦᏁ.
Ꮎ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎠᎩᎪᎮ ᎾᎯᏳ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ.
Ꮭ ᏯᏆᏅᏔ ᎾᎿ ᏭᏪᏅᏎ.
Ꮭ ᏙᏳ ᎰᏍᏓ ᏪᏌ ᏱᎩ.
ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ? ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ?
Ꮎ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎦᏍᎩᎶ ᎭᏫᏂ ᎨᏎ.
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ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏥᎪᎲ ᎦᏍᎩᎶ ᎭᏫᏂ. I saw a mouse under the table.
ᎭᏢ ᏪᏌ ᎨᏎ? Where was the cat?
Ꭷ ᏪᏌ! ᎭᏢ ᏂᎯ ᎨᏎ? Hey cat! Where were you?
ᏩᎦᏍ ᎢᏴᏍᏗ ᏣᏣᎡ? ᎦᏙᎲ ᏣᏣᎡ? Were you inside the cow barn?

Why were you inside?
Ꭳ, ᏣᏔᏕᎦᏁ. Oh, you were thirsty.
Ꮎ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎠᎩᎪᎮ ᎾᎯᏳ ᎤᎵᏘᏎ. I saw that mouse then it ran away.
Ꮭ ᏯᏆᏅᏔ ᎾᎿ ᏭᏪᏅᏎ. I don’t know where it went away to.
Ꮭ ᏙᏳ ᎰᏍᏓ ᏪᏌ ᏱᎩ. You are not a very good cat.
ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ? ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ? What? Which mouse?
Ꮎ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎦᏍᎩᎶ ᎭᏫᏂ ᎨᏎ. That little mouse that was under

the table.
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ᎭᏢ ᏫᏤᏅᏎ?

ᏪᏌ! ᏪᏌ! ᎭᏢ ᏫᏤᏅᏎ?
ᏐᏈᎵ ᎢᏴᏍᏗ ᎠᏇᏅᏒ.
ᏪᏌ! ᏪᏌ! ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏣᎪᎮ?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᎦᏍᎩᎶ ᎭᏫᏂ ᏗᏜ ᏥᎪᎲ.
ᎦᎸᎳᏗ, ᎡᎳᏗ! ᎦᎸᎳᏗ, ᎡᎳᏗ!
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ᎭᏢ ᏫᏤᏅᏎ? Where did you go away to?
ᏪᏌ! ᏪᏌ! ᎭᏢ ᏫᏤᏅᏎ? Cat! Cat! Where did you go away to?
ᏐᏈᎵ ᎢᏴᏍᏗ ᎠᏇᏅᏒ. I went to the horse barn.
ᏪᏌ! ᏪᏌ! ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏣᎪᎮ? Cat! Cat! What did you see?
ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ ᏥᎪᎲ ᎦᏍᎩᎶ ᎭᏫᏂ. I saw a little mouse under a

table.
ᎦᎸᎳᏗ, ᎡᎳᏗ! ᎦᎸᎳᏗ, ᎡᎳᏗ! Towards high, down! Towards

high, down!
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎹᏢᏗᎤᏣᎣ

ᏧᎳ ᎠᎹᏢᏗ ᎤᎶᏎ. ᎦᏲᏟ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏣᎢ ᎨᏎ.
ᎠᎹᏱ ᎠᏎ ᎤᏚᏗ ᎨᏎ. ᎤᏄᎪᏍᏗ

ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ.
ᏃᏊᏩᎭᏯᎯᎠᎤᎪᎮᎠᎴᎠᎹᏢᏗ ᏭᏪᏅᏎ.
“ᎣᏍᏓ”, ᏧᎳ ᎤᏛᏁ ᎣᏂ ᏧᎳ ᏩᎭᏯ

ᎤᎪᎮ. “ᎠᎭᏂ ᏩᎭᏯ. ᏛᎩᏍᏕᎸᎯ.”
ᎾᎯᏳ ᏧᎳ ᏩᎭᏯ ᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᎰᏍᏓ ᏩᎭᏯ,

ᏓᏍᎩᏍᏕᎸᎯᏍ?”
“ᎰᏩ, ᎰᏩ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏩᏯ, “ᎠᎹᏱᏧ ᏣᏚ?”
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“ᏫᏍᎩᏍᏕᎳ ᎠᎩᏄᎪᏍᏗ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏧᎳ,
“ᎾᎯᏳᏃ ᏂᎦᏓ ᏓᎬᏲᏎᎵ. Ꮭ ᏯᏆᏚᎵ ᎤᏙᏓᏆᏓ
ᎠᎹᏱ ᎠᏆᏚᏗ.”
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ᏧᎳ ᎠᎹᏢᏗ ᎤᏣᎣ. The fox inside the well.
ᏧᎳ ᎠᎹᏢᏗ ᎤᎶᏎ. ᎦᏲᏟ ᎠᎹ ᎤᏣᎢ ᎨᏎ. A fox fell into a well. A

little water was inside.
ᎠᎹᏱ ᎠᏎ ᎤᏚᏗ ᎨᏎ. ᎤᏄᎪᏍᏗ ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏁ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. He had to

stand in the water. He tried to get out but he failed.
ᏃᏊ ᏩᎭᏯ ᎯᎠ ᎤᎪᎮ ᎠᎴ ᎠᎹᏢᏗ ᎤᏪᏅᏎ. Now a wolf saw this and

went to the well.
“ᎣᏍᏓ”, ᏧᎳᎤᏛᏁ ᎣᏂ ᏧᎳᏩᎭᏯᎤᎪᎮ. “ᎠᎭᏂ ᏩᎭᏯ. ᏛᎩᏍᏕᎸᎯ.”

“Good”, the fox said after the fox saw the wolf. “Here is wolf. He will
help me.”

ᎾᎯᏳ ᏧᎳᏩᎭᏯᎤᏬᏎᎴ, “ᎰᏍᏓᏩᎭᏯ, ᏓᏍᎩᏍᏕᎸᎯᏍ?” Then the fox
said to the wolf, “Good wolf, will you help me?”

“ᎰᏩ, ᎰᏩ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏩᏯ, “ᎠᎹᏱᏧ ᏣᏚ?” “Alright, alright,” said the
wolf, “Aren’t you standing in water?”

“ᏫᏍᎩᏍᏕᎳ ᎠᎩᏄᎪᏍᏗ,” ᎤᏛᏁ ᏧᎳ, “ᎾᎯᏳᏃ ᏂᎦᏓ ᏓᎬᏲᏎᎵ. Ꮭ
ᏯᏆᏚᎵ ᎤᏙᏓᏆᏓ ᎠᎹᏱ ᎠᏆᏚᏗ.” “Help me to get out,” said the fox,
“And then I will tell you everything. I don’t want to stand in water all
day.”
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ᎯᎠ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎯᏯᎦᏙᏍᏓ.
ᎯᏲᎵᎦᏍ?
Ꭳ, ᏧᎾᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ.
ᎭᏢ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ?
ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬᎯᏍ ᎦᏣᎪᏩᏛᏗ?
ᎮᎵᏍ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎠᏧᏣ?
ᎦᏙ ᏛᏛᏁᎵ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ?
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ᎯᎠ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎯᏯᎦᏙᏍᏓ. Look at this little boy.
ᎯᏲᎵᎦᏍ? Do you recognize him? Do you know him?
Ꭳ, ᏧᎾᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ. Oh, see the little birds.
ᎭᏢ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ? Where is the boy’s hat?
ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬᎯᏍ ᎦᏣᎪᏩᏛᏗ? Are you able to see into the hat? (ᎦᏣ +

ᎤᎪᏩᏛᏗ)
ᎮᎵᏍ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎠᏧᏣ? Do you think he is good boy?
ᎦᏙ ᏛᏛᏁᎵ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ? What will he do with his hat?
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ᎦᏣᏃᎮᏗᏍ?
ᎮᎵᏍ ᏛᎵᏍᏇᏚᏂ?
ᎡᎵᏍ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ?
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᎠᏁᎵ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ?
ᎭᏢ ᎠᏂᏐᎢ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ?
Ꮭ ᎠᎭᏂ ᏱᎩ.
ᎤᎾᏅᏕᏍ? ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎿ ᎨᏎ.
Ꮭ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᏂᏐᎢ ᏱᏚᏃᎮᏞ.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏩᎨᏫᏍᎦ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ

ᎧᏄᎾ ᎤᏬᏂᏎ.
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ᎦᏣᏃᎮᏗᏍ? Are you able to tell?
ᎮᎵᏍ ᏛᎵᏍᏇᏚᏂ? Do you think he will put on the hat?
ᎡᎵᏍ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ? Does he think it is a good thing to do?
ᏥᏍᏆᏍ ᎠᏁᎵ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎢᏯᏛᏁᏗ? Do the birds think it is a good thing

to do?
ᎭᏢ ᎠᏂᏐᎢ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ? Where are the other boys?
Ꮭ ᎠᎭᏂ ᏱᎩ. They are not here.
ᎤᎾᏅᏕᏍ? ᎾᏍᎩ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎿ ᎨᏎ. Do they know? That birds were

there.
Ꮭ ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᏂᏐᎢ ᏱᏚᏃᎮᏞ. The little boy did not tell the others.
ᎤᏍᏗ ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏩᎨᏫᏍᎦ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎧᏄᎾ ᎤᏬᏂᏎ. The little boy is

forgetting what the bull frog spoke.
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ

ᎠᏧᏣ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎤᎾᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏆ ᏚᎵᏔᏁ ᎤᏤᎵ
ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ.
ᎾᎯᏳ ᎤᎵᏍᏇᏚᏁ ᏃᎴ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎭᏫᏂ ᏗᏜ

ᎨᏎ.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ Ꮭ ᎩᎶ ᏱᏓᏳᏅᏘ

ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ ᎭᏫᏂ ᏗᏜ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎨᏎ.
ᎦᏚᎲ ᏭᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ Ꮭ ᏳᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏎ ᏱᏚᏠᏎ.
ᏂᎦᏓ ᎤᏂᎪᎮ.
Ꮭ ᏳᎾᏅᏖ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎤᎾᏓᏅᏖᏗ.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᏌᏊ ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᎤᏤᎵ

ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ ᏓᎦᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏎᎵ.”
ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᏂᎬᏅᏕᏍᎨ ᎠᎴ ᏂᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ

ᎤᎾᏝᏫᏛᎮ.
ᎾᎯᏳ ᏂᎦᏓ ᎤᏂᏰᏘᏎ.
ᏃᏊᏃ ᏂᎦᏓ ᎠᏁᎵᏍᎪ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ Ꮭ ᎠᏧᏣ

ᏱᏛᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏏ ᎢᏳᏍᏗ ᏧᎾᏍᏗᏥᏍᏆᎭᏫᏂ
ᏗᏜ.
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ᎠᏧᏣ ᎠᎴ ᎢᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ. A boy and some birds.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎢᎦᏓ ᎤᎾᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏆ ᏚᎵᏔᏁ ᎤᏤᎵ ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ. A boy put some

birds into his hat.
ᎾᎯᏳ ᎤᎵᏍᏇᏚᏁ ᏃᎴ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎭᏫᏂ ᏗᏜ ᎨᏎ. Then he put the hat on

and the birds were underneath.
ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏪᎵᏎ Ꮭ ᎩᎶ ᏱᏓᏳᏅᏘ ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ ᎭᏫᏂ ᏗᏜ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎨᏎ. The

boy thought no one will know that something was under the hat.
ᎦᏚᎲ ᏭᏪᏅᏎ ᎠᎴ Ꮭ ᏳᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏎ ᎩᎶ ᏱᏚᏠᏎ. Away to town he went

and he did not take off his hat when meeting someone.
ᏂᎦᏓ ᎤᏂᎪᎮ. Everyone saw it.
Ꮭ ᏳᎾᏅᏖ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ ᎤᎾᏓᏅᏖᏗ. They didn’t know what to think.
ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᏌᏊ ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᏛᏁ, “ᎤᏤᎵ ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ ᏓᎦᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏎᎵ.”

So oneman said, “I will take off his hat for him.” (Ꮣ + Ꭶ +ᎤᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏒᎢ
+ ᎡᎵ)

ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏎᎸ ᎠᎴ ᏂᎦᏓ ᏥᏍᏆ ᎤᎾᏝᏫᏛᎮ. The man took of
the hat for him and all the birds took off flying. (ᎤᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏒᎢ + ᎡᎸᎢ)

ᎾᎯᏳ ᏂᎦᏓ ᎤᏂᏰᏘᏎ. Then everyone laughed.
ᏃᏊᏃ ᏂᎦᏓ ᎠᏁᎵᏍᎪ ᎥᏍᎩᎾ Ꮭ ᎠᏧᏣ ᏱᏛᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏏ ᎢᏳᏍᏗ ᏧᎾᏍᏗ

ᏥᏍᏆ ᎭᏫᏂ ᏗᏜ. And now every thinks that when a boy does not take
off his hat it is because some birds are underneath.
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Ꮎ ᏂᎦᏓ!
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Ꮎ ᏂᎦᏓ!
That’s All!
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Vocabulary List

The following vocabulary list covers most of the words used in this
reader. Many of these words you should already be familiar with as
they are taught in the book “Cherokee Language Lessons” and are only
included here for convenience.

The words are listed in Syllabary order, not English order.

Ꭰ
ᎠᎦᎾᎦᏘ [ạ²gạɂ³nạ²kti] “A doctor.”

ᎠᏂᎦᎾᎦᏘ [ạ²ni²gạɂ³nạ²kti] “Doctors.”

ᎠᎦᏙᏍᏗ [a¹kto²³sdi] “He is looking at him, it.”

ᏥᏯᎦᏙᏍᏗ [ji²yạ²ga¹to²³sdi] “I am looking at him.”
ᎦᎦᏙᏍᏗ [gạ²ga¹to²³sdi] “I am looking at it.”

ᎤᎦᏙᏍᏔᏅᎢ [u¹kto²³sdi³sgo³ɂi] “He looked at him, it.”
ᎠᎦᏙᏍᏗᏍᎪᎢ [a¹kto²³sdi³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually looks at him,

it.”
ᎯᏯᎦᏙᏍᏓ [hi²yạ²ga¹to²³sda] “Let you look at him.”

ᎭᎦᏙᏍᏓ [hạ²kto²³sda] “Let you look at it.”
ᎤᎦᏙᏍᏙᏗ [u²kto²³sdoh³di] “He to look at him, it.”

ᎠᎦᏯᎷᏗ [ạ²ga²yạ²lu³di] “A net. A seine.”

ᏗᎦᏯᎷᏗ [di²ga²yạ²lu³di] “Nets. Seines.”

ᎠᎨᎮᎦ [a²ke²³he³²ga] “He is chasing him, it.”

ᏥᎨᎮᎦ [ji¹ke²³he³²ga] “I am chasing him, it.”
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ᎤᎨᎲᏒᎢ [u¹ke²³hv³²sv²³ɂi] “He chased him, it.”
ᎠᎨᎮᎪᎢ [a¹ke²³he³²go³ɂi] “He habitually chases him, it.”
ᎯᎨᎱᎦ [hi¹ke²hu¹ga] “Let you chase him.”

ᎯᎨᎱᎦ [hị²ke²hu¹ga] “Let you chase it.”
ᎤᎨᎲᏍᏗ [u²ke²³hv³²sdi] “He to chase him, it.”

ᎠᎨᏯ [ạ²ge²³hya] “A woman.”

ᎠᏂᎨᏯ [ạ²ni²ge²³hya] “Women”

ᎠᎨᏳᏣ [ạ²ge²hyu⁴ja] “A girl.”

ᎠᏂᎨᏳᏣ [ạ²ni²ge²hyu⁴ja] “Girls.”

ᎠᎩᎠ [a¹gi³ɂa] “He is picking it up. He is getting it.” - Something
solid or neutral.

ᏥᎩᎠ [jị²gi³ɂa] “I am getting it.”
ᎤᎩᏒᎢ [u¹gi³sv²³ɂi] “He got it.”
ᎠᎩᏍᎪᎢ [a¹gi³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually gets it.”
ᎯᎩ [hị²gi] “Let you get it.”
ᎤᎩᏍᏗ [u²gi¹sdi] “He to get it.”

ᎠᎩᎠ [a¹gị³ɂa] “He is eating something solid.”

ᏥᎩᎠ [jị²gị³ɂa] “I am eating something solid.”
ᎤᎬᎢ [u¹gv²³ɂi] “He ate something solid.”
ᎠᎩᏍᎪᎢ [a¹gi³sgo³ɂi] “He eats something solid.”
ᎯᎦ [hị²ga] “Let you eat something solid.”
ᎤᎩᏍᏗ [u²gi¹sdi] “He to eat something solid.”

ᎠᎩᏏ [ạ²gi²³si] “A female.”

ᎠᎪᎵᏰᎠ [a¹go²li²³yẹ³ɂa] “He is reading it. He is examining him, it.”
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ᏥᎪᎵᏰᎠ [ji²go²li²³yẹ³ɂa] “I am examining him.”
ᏥᎪᎵᏰᎠ [jị²go²li²³yẹ³ɂa] “I am examining it.”

ᎤᎪᎵᏰᎥᎢ [u¹go²li²³yẹ³ɂv²³ɂi] “He examined him, it.”
ᎠᎪᎵᏰᏍᎪᎢ [a¹go²li²³ye³²sgo³ɂi] “He habitually examines him,

it.”
ᎯᎪᎵᏯ [hi²go²li²³ya] “Let you examine him.”

ᎯᎪᎵᏯ [hị²go²li²³ya] “Let you examine it.”
ᎤᎪᎵᏰᏗ [u²go²li²³ye³²di] “He to examine him, it.”

ᎠᎪᏩᏘᎭ [a¹gowh²tị³ha] “He sees him or her or it.”

ᏥᎪᏩᏘᎭ [ji²gowh¹tị³ha] “I see him or her or it.”
ᎤᎪᎲᎢ [u¹go²hv²³ɂi] “He saw him or her or it.”
ᎠᎪᏩᏘᏍᎪᎢ [a¹gowh²ti²³sgọ³ɂi] “He usually sees him or her

or it.”
ᎯᎪᏩᏔ [hi²go¹wah²ta] “Let you see him or her or it.”
ᎤᎪᏩᏛᏗ [u²gowh²tvh³di] “Him to see him or her or it.”

ᎠᎬᎭᎸᏓ [ạ²gv²hạ²lv⁴da] “A piece of something that has been cut.”

ᏗᎬᎭᎸᏓ [di²gv²hạ²lv⁴da] “Cut pieces of something.”

ᎠᎯᎭ [a¹hị³ha] “He is killing him.”

ᏥᎢᎭ [jị²ɂị³ha] “I am killing him.”
ᎤᏢᎢ [u¹hlv²³ɂi] “He killed him.”
ᎠᎯᎰᎢ [a¹hị²ho³ɂi] “He habitually kills him.”
ᎯᎷᎦ [hi²lu¹ga] “Let you kill him.”
ᎤᎯᏍᏗ [u²hị²sdi] “He to kill him.”

ᎠᎯᏓ [ạ²hi⁴da] “Easy.”

ᏗᎯᏓ [di²hi⁴da] “Easy.” Plural.
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ᎠᎯᏙᎭ [a¹hi²³do³²ha] “He is handling it. He has it in hand.”

ᏥᎢᏙᎭ [jị²ɂi²³do³²ha] “I am handling it. I have it in hand.”
ᎤᎯᏙᎸᎢ [u¹hi²³do³²lv²³ɂi] “He handled it. He had it in hand.”
ᎠᎯᏙᎰᎢ [a¹hi²³do³²ho³ɂi] “He habitually handles it. He habit-

ually has it in hand.”
ᎯᎯᏓ [hị²hi²³da] “Let you handle it. Let you have it in hand.”
ᎤᎯᏓᏍᏗ [u²hi²³da³²sdi] “He to handle it. He to have it in

hand.”

ᎠᎴᏂᎭ [a¹le²nị³ha] “He is starting. He is beginning.”

ᎦᎴᏂᎠ [gạ²le²ni³ɂa] “I starting.”
ᎤᎴᏅᎲᎢ [u¹le²nv²hv²³ɂi] “He started.”
ᎠᎴᏂᏍᎪᎢ [a¹le²ni²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually starts.”
ᎭᎴᎾ [hạ²le²³na] “Let you start.”
ᎤᎴᏅᏗ [u²lenh²di] “He to start.”

ᎠᎵᏌᎳᏗᎠ [al¹sạ²lạ²dị³ɂa] “He or it is ascending, rising.”

ᎦᎵᏌᎳᏗᎠ [gạ²li¹sạ²lạ²dị³ɂi] “I am ascending, rising.”
ᎤᎵᏌᎳᏓᏅᎢ [ul¹sạ²lạ²da³²nv²³ɂi] “He ascended, rose.”
ᎠᎵᏌᎳᏗᏍᎪᎢ [al¹sạ²lạ²di³²sgo³ɂi] “He habitually ascends,

rises.”
ᎭᎵᏌᎳᏛᎦ [hal²sạ²lạ²dv¹ga] “Let you ascend, rise.”
ᎤᎵᏌᎳᏙᏗ [ul²sạ²lạ²do¹di] “He to ascend, rise.”

ᎠᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎭ [al¹sgohl²da³²nẹ²ha] “He is permitting him.” - Ani-
mate only.

ᏥᏯᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎭ [ji²yạ²li¹sgohl²da³²nẹ²ha] “I am permitting
…”

ᎤᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎸᎢ [ul¹sgohl²da³²ne²lv²³ɂi] “He permitted …”
ᎠᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᎰᎢ [al¹sgohl²da³²ne²ho³ɂi] “He habitually permits

…”
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ᎯᏯᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏏ [hi²yạ²li¹sgohl²da¹si] “Let you permit …”
ᎤᎵᏍᎪᎸᏓᏁᏗ [ul²sgohl²da¹neh³di] “He to permit …”

ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᎠ [al¹sgwe³tuh²gi³ɂa] “He is taking off his hat.”

ᎦᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᎠ [gạ²li¹sgwe³tuh²gi³ɂa] “I am taking off my hat.”
ᎤᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏒᎢ [ul¹sgwe³tuh²gi³sv²³ɂi] “He took off his hat.”
ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏍᎪᎢ [al¹sgwe³tuh²gi²sgo³ɂi] “He habitually takes

off his hat.”
ᎭᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩ [hal²sgwe¹tuh²gi] “Let you take off your hat.”
ᎤᎵᏍᏇᏚᎩᏍᏗ [ul²sgwe¹tuh²gi¹sdi] “He to take off his hat.”

ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᎲᏍᎦ [al¹sgwe³tụ²hṿ³sga] “He is putting on his hat.”

ᎦᎵᏍᏇᏚᎲᏍᎦ [gạ²li¹sgwe³tụ²hṿ³sga] “I am putting onmy hat.”
ᎤᎵᏍᏇᏚᏅᎢ [ul¹sgwe³tụ²hnv²³ɂi] “He put on his hat.”
ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᎲᏍᎪᎢ [al¹sgwe³tụ²hṿ³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually puts on

a hat.”
ᎭᎵᏍᏇᏚᎲᎦ [hal²sgwe¹tụ²hv¹ga] “Let you put on a hat.”
ᎤᎵᏍᏇᏚᏍᏗ [ul²sgwe¹tụ³sdi] “He to put on a hat.”

ᎠᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ [al²sgwe¹tụ²wo] “A hat.”

ᏗᎵᏍᏇᏚᏬ [dil²sgwe¹tụ²wo] “Hats.”

ᎠᎵᏍᏕᎵᎭ [al¹sde²lị³ha] “He is helping.”

ᎦᎵᏍᏕᎵᎭ [gạ²li¹sde²lị³ha] “I am helping.”
ᎤᎵᏍᏕᎸᎲᎢ [ul¹sde²lv²hv²³ɂi] “He helped.”
ᎠᎵᏍᏕᎵᏍᎪᎢ [al¹sde²li²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually helps.”
ᎭᎵᏍᏕᎳ [hal²sde²³la] “Let you help.”
ᎤᎵᏍᏕᎸᏗ [ul²sdehl²di] “He to help.”

ᎠᎵᏏᏅᏗᎭ [al²sinh²dị²ha] “He is saving it.”
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ᎦᎵᏏᏅᏗᎭ [gal²sinh²dị²ha] “I am saving it.”
ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏛᎢ [u¹lsinh²dv³ɂi] ”He saved it.”
ᎠᎵᏏᏅᏗᏍᎪᎢ [al²sinh²dị²sgo³ɂi] “He habitually saves it.”
ᎭᎵᏏᏅᏓ [hal²sinh²da] “Let you save it.”
ᎤᎵᏏᏅᏙᏗ. [u¹lsinh²doh²di] ”He to save it.”

ᎠᎵᏘᎠ [a¹lị²ti³ɂa] “He is running away. He is escaping.”

ᎦᎵᏘᎠ [gạ²li¹ti³ɂa] “I am running away.”
ᎤᎵᏘᏒᎢ [u¹lị²ti³sv²³ɂi] “He ran away.”
ᎠᎵᏘᏍᎪᎢ [a¹lị²ti³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually runs away.”
ᎭᎵᏘ [hạ²lị²ti] “Let you run away.”
ᎤᎵᏘᏍᏗ [u²lị²ti¹sdi] “He to run away.”

ᎠᎹ [ạ²ma] “Water.”

ᎠᎹᏱ [ạ²ma²³yi] “In water. Into the water.”

ᎠᎹᏢᏗᎢ [ạ²mahl³di⁴ɂi] “A water well.”

ᎠᎺᏉᎢ [ạ²me³gwo⁴ɂi] “An ocean. The ocean.”

ᎠᎾᏓᏟᏏᎭ [a¹nạ²da³hli²sị³ha] “They are gathering together.” - This
verb requires the use of a bound pronoun that indicates at least
two people to form a group.

ᎣᏣᏓᏟᏏᎭ [o¹jạ²da³hli²sị³ha] “They and I are gathering to-
gether.”

ᎤᎾᏓᏟᏌᏅᎢ [u¹nạ²da³hli²sạ²hnv²³ɂi] “They gathered to-
gether.”

ᎠᎾᏓᏟᏏᏍᎪᎢ [a¹nạ²da³hli²si²³sgọ³ɂi] “They habitually gather
together.”

ᎢᏣᏓᏟᏌ [i¹jạ²da¹hli²³sa] “Let you all gather together.”
ᎤᎾᏓᏟᏐᏗ [u²nạ²da¹hli²³soh³di] “They to gather together.”

ᎠᏁᏟᏗᎭ [a²nehl²dị³ha] “He is trying to … He is attempting to …”
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ᎦᏁᏟᏗᎭ [ga³nehl²dị³ha] “I am trying to …”
ᎤᏁᏟᏔᏅᎢ [u³nehl²tạ³nv³ɂi] “He tried to …”
ᎠᏁᏟᏗᏍᎪᎢ [a³nehl²di²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually tries to …”
ᎭᏁᏟᏓ [ha¹nehl²da] “Let you try to …”
ᎤᏁᏟᏙᏗ [u¹nehl²³doh²di] “He to try to …”

ᎠᏍᎦᎭ [a¹sga³²ha] “He is afraid.”

ᏥᏍᎦᎭ [ji¹sga³²ha] “I am afraid.”
ᎤᏍᎦᎸᎢ [u¹sga³lv²³ɂi] “He was afraid.”
ᎠᏍᎦᎰᎢ [a¹sga³hoɂi] “He is habitually afraid.”
ᎯᏍᎦᏯ [hị²sga²³ya] “Let you be afraid.”
ᎤᏍᎦᏍᏗ [u²sga¹sdi] “He to be afraid.”

ᎠᏍᎦᏯ [ạ²sga²ya] “A man.”

ᎠᏂᏍᎦᏯ [ạ²ni²sga²ya] “Men.”

ᎠᏍᏕᎵᎭ [a¹sde²lị³ha] “He is helping him.”

ᏥᏍᏕᎵᎭ [ji¹sde²lị³ha] “I am helping him.”
ᎤᏍᏕᎸᎲᎢ [u¹sde²lv²hv²³ɂi] “He helped him.”
ᎠᏍᏕᎵᏍᎪᎢ [a¹sde²li²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually helps him.”
ᎯᏍᏕᎳ [hi¹sde²³la] “Let you help him.”
ᎤᏍᏕᎸᏗ [u²sdehl²di] “He to help him.”

ᎠᏎᏃ, ᎠᏎᏅ [a²se³hno, a²se³hnv] “But.”

ᎠᏓᏅᏖᎭ [a¹danh²tẹ³ha] “He is thinking …”

ᎦᏓᏅᏖᎭ [gạ²da²nv¹tẹ³ha] “I am thinking …”
ᎤᏓᏅᏖᏢᎢ [u¹danh²te²³hlv³ɂi] “He thought …”
ᎠᏓᏅᏖᏍᎪᎢ [a¹danh²te²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually thinks …”
ᎭᏓᏅᏛᎳ [hạ²danh²tv²³la] “Let you think …”
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ᎤᏓᏅᏖᏗ [u²danh²teh²di] “He to think …”

ᎠᏗᎭ [a¹dị²ha] “He is saying it.”

ᎦᏗᎠ [gạ²di³ɂa] “I am saying it.”
ᎤᏛᏅᎢ [u¹dv²hnv²³ɂi] “He said it.”
ᎠᏗᏍᎪᎢ [a¹di²³sgo³ɂi] “He usually says it.”
ᎭᏓ [hạ²da] “Let you say it.”
ᎤᏘᏗ [ut²di] “Him to say it.”

ᎠᏗᏗᎭ [a¹di²dị³ha] “He is getting up. He is rising from a prone po-
sition.”

ᎦᏗᏗᎠ [gạ²di²di?a] “I am getting up.”
ᎤᏗᏛᎲᎢ [u¹di²dv²hv²³ɂi] “He got up.”
ᎠᏗᏗᏍᎪᎢ [a¹di²di²³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually gets up.”
ᎭᏗᏓ [hạ²di²³da] “Let you get up.”
ᎤᏗᏘᏗ [u²di²tdi] “He to get up.”

ᎠᏛᎩᎠ [a¹tv²gi³ɂa] “He hears him, it.”

ᏥᏯᏛᎩᎠ [ji²ya¹tv²gi³ɂa] “I hear him.”
ᎦᏛᎩᎠ [ga¹tv²gi³ɂa] “I hear it.”

ᎤᏛᎦᏅᎢ [u¹tv²ga³²nv²³ɂi] “He heard him, it.”
ᎠᏛᎩᏍᎪᎢ [a¹tv²gi³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually hears him, it.”
ᎯᏯᏛᎬᎦ [hi²ya¹tv²gv¹ga] “Let you hear him.”

ᎭᏛᎬᎦ [hạ²tv²gv¹ga] “Let you hear it.”
ᎤᏛᎪᏗ [u²tv²³go³²di] “He to hear him, it.”

ᎠᏛᏁᎭ [a¹dv³nẹ²ha] “He is doing it.”

ᎦᏛᏁᎭ [gạ²dv³nẹ²ha] “I am doing it.”
ᎤᏛᏁᎸᎢ [u¹dv³ne²lv²³ɂi] “He did it.”
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ᎠᏛᏁᎰᎢ [a¹dv³ne²ho³ɂi] “He does it.”
ᎭᏛᎦ [ha²dv¹ga] “Let you do it.”
ᎤᏛᏁᏗ [u²dvnh¹di] “He to do it.”

ᎠᏝᏫᏗᎭ [a¹hlạ²wi²dị³ha] “He is taking off flying. He is flying away.”

ᎦᏜᏫᏗᎭ [gạ²dlạ²wi²dị³ha] “I am taking off flying.”
ᎤᏝᏫᏛᎲᎢ [u¹hlạ²wi²dv²hv²³ɂi] “He took off flying.”
ᎠᏝᏫᏗᏍᎪᎢ [a¹hlạ²wi²di²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually takes off fly-

ing.”
ᎭᏝᏫᏓ [hạ²hlạ²wi²³da] “Let you take off flying.”
ᎤᏝᏫᏘᏗ [u²hlạ²wi²tdi] “He to take off flying.”

ᎠᏟ [a²tli] “He is running.”

ᎦᏗᏟ [gạ²di¹tli] “I am running.”
ᎠᏗᏟᏒᎢ, ᎠᏟᏒᎢ [a¹dtli³sv²³ɂi, a¹tli³sv²³ɂi] “He was running.”

- This is a “Set A” past tense form.
ᎠᏗᏟᏍᎪᎢ, ᎠᏟᏍᎪᎢ [a¹dtli³sgo³ɂi, a¹tli³sgo³ɂi] “He habitu-

ally runs.”

ᎠᏟᏍᏗ [a²dli⁴sdi] “Something for pouring. A pitcher’s contents. A
pitcher.”

ᎠᏟᏍᏗ [di²dli⁴sdi] “Things for pouring.”

ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ [a²dli¹sdoh²di] “A tool or device for pouring. A pitcher.”

ᎠᏟᏍᏙᏗ [di²dli¹sdoh²di] “Pitchers.”

ᎠᏧᏣ [ạ²chu⁴ja] “A boy.”

ᎠᏂᏧᏣ [ạ²ni²chu⁴ja] “Boys.”

ᎠᏨᏯ [ạ²chv²ya] “A male.”

ᎠᏯᎠ [a¹yạ³ɂi] “He is inside.”
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ᎥᏍᏊ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ: ᎤᏣᎠ.

ᏥᏯᎠ [jị²yạ³ɂa] “I am inside.”

ᎠᏯᎣᎢ [a¹yạ³ɂo³ɂi] “He is habitually inside.”

ᎠᏯᏄᎵ, ᎦᏣᏄᎵ [a²yạ²nu⁴li, ga²jạ²nu⁴li] “Fast.”

ᏗᏂᏯᏄᎵ [di²ni²yạ²nu⁴li] “Fast. (Plural).”

ᎠᏰᏟ [ạ²ye⁴hli] “Center. Middle. Half. Half Dollar.”

ᎠᏲᎦ [a¹yo³ga] “It is breaking. He is becoming spoiled.”

ᏥᏲᎦ [jị²yo³ga] “I am becoming spoiled.”
ᎤᏲᏨᎢ [u¹yo³jv²³ɂi] “It broke. He became spoiled.”
ᎠᏲᎪᎢ [a¹yo³go³ɂi] “It habitually breaks. He habitually be-

comes spoiled.”
ᎯᏲᎩ [hị²yo¹gi] ““Let you break. Let you become spoiled.”
ᎤᏲᏍᏗ [u²yo¹sdi] “It to break. He to become spoiled.”
In Cherokee a spoiled person is broken, not rotten. An English

saying like “a bad apple in the bunch” when talking about
people does not work well in Cherokee.

ᎠᏲᎯᎭ [a¹yo²hị³ha] “He is shooting him, it.”

ᏥᏲᎢᎭ [ji²yọ²ɂị³ha] “I am shooting him.”
ᏥᏲᎢᎭ [jị²yọ²ɂị³ha] “I am shooting it.”

ᎤᏲᏢᎢ [u¹yo²hlv²³ɂi] “He shot him, it.”
ᎠᏲᎯᎰᎢ [a¹yo²hị²ho³ɂi] “He habitually shoots him, it.”
ᎯᏲᎠ [hi²yọ²ɂa] “Let you shoot him.”

ᎯᏲᎭ [hị²yo²³ha] “Let you shoot it.”
ᎤᏲᏍᏗ [u²yo²sdi] “He to shoot him, it.”

ᎠᏲᏍᏗᎭ [a¹yo³sdị²ha] “He is breaking it. He is spoiling him.” - Not
a long object. Not a flexible object.
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ᏥᏲᏍᏗᎭ [ji²yo³sdị²ha] “I am spoiling him.”
ᏥᏲᏍᏗᎭ [jị²yo³sdị²ha] “I am breaking it.”

ᎤᏲᏍᏔᏅᎢ [u¹yo³stạ²nv²³ɂi] “He broke it.”
ᎠᏲᏍᏗᏍᎪᎢ [a¹yo³sdi²sgo³ɂi] “He habitually breaks it.”
ᎯᏲᏍᏓ [hi²yo¹sda] “Let you spoil him.”

ᎯᏲᏍᏓ [hị²yo¹sda] “Let you break it.”
ᎤᏲᏍᏙᏗ [u²yo¹sdoh³di] “He to break it.”

ᎠᏴᎯᎭ [a¹yv²hị³ha] “He is entering it.”

ᏥᏴᎢᎭ [jị²yṿ²ɂị³ha] “I am entering it.”
ᎤᏴᏢᎢ [u¹yv²hlv²³ɂi] “He entered it.”
ᎠᏴᎯᎰᎢ [a¹yv²hị²ho³ɂi] “He habitually enters it.”
ᎯᏴᎭ [hị²yv²³ha] “Let you enter it.”
ᎤᏴᏍᏗ [u²yv²sdi] “He to enter it.”

ᎠᏴᏫ, ᏴᏫ [ạ²yv²wi, yv²wi] “A person.”

ᎠᏂᏴᏫ [ạ²ni²yv²wi] “People.”

Ꭱ
ᎡᎦ [e³ga] “He is going.”

ᎨᎦ [ge³ga] “I am going.”
ᎤᏪᏅᏒᎢ [u¹we²nv³sv²³ɂi] “He went.”
ᎡᎪᎢ [e³gọ³ɂi] “He usually goes.”
ᎮᎾ [he¹na] “Go.”
ᎤᏪᏅᏍᏗ [ụ²we²nv¹sdi] “He to go.”

ᎡᎭ [e²³ha] “He lives/dwells.”

ᎨᎠ [ge³ɂa] “I live/dwell.”
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ᎡᎰᎢ [e¹ho³ɂi] “He habitually lives/dwells.”
ᎮᎮᏍᏗ [he²he³sdi] “Let you live/dwell.”

ᎡᎯ [e⁴hi] “Resident. Dweller.”

ᎠᏁᎯ [ạ²ne⁴hi] “Residents. Dwellers.”

ᎡᎳᏗ [e²lạ²di] “Down. On foot.”

ᎡᎵᎠ [e¹lị³ɂa] “He thinks so”

ᎨᎵᎠ [ge²lị³ɂa] “I think so”
ᎤᏪᎵᏒᎢ [u¹we²li³²sv²³ɂi] “He thought so”
ᎡᎵᏍᎪᎢ [e¹li³²sgo³ɂi] “He habitually thinks so”
ᎮᎳ [he²³la] “Let you think so”
ᎤᎢᏍᏗ [ụ²we²li¹sdi] “He to think so”

ᎡᎵᏊ [e²li⁴gwu] “It is possible that …”

ᎡᏆ [e⁴gwa] “Huge. Large.”

ᏣᏁᏆ [jạ²ne⁴gwa] “Huge. Large.” Animate plural.
ᏤᏆ [je⁴gwa] “Huge. Large.” Inanimate plural.

ᎡᏉᏂ [e²gwo²³ni] “A sea. Seas.”

ᎡᏙᎭ [e¹do³ha] “He is walking around. He is around here.”

ᎨᏙᎭ [ge²³do³²ha] “I am walking around. I am around here.”
ᎤᏪᏙᎸᎢ [u¹we²³do³²lv²³ɂi] “He walked around. He was

around here.”
ᎡᏙᎰᎢ [e¹do³ho³ɂi] “He habitually walks around. He is habitu-

ally around here.”
ᎮᏓ [he²³da] “Let you walk around. Let you be around here.”
ᎤᏪᏓᏍᏗ [ụ²we²da¹sdi] “He to walk around. He to be around

here.”
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Ꭲ
ᎢᎦ [i²ga] “Day. Days.”

ᎢᎦᏅᎯᏓ [i²³gạ³nv²hi⁴da] “Length.”

ᎢᏗᎦᏅᎯᏓ [i²³dị³gạ²nv²hi⁴da] “Length.” - Plural measure-
ments.

ᎢᎦᏓ [i²³ga³da] “Some” - Only used when referring to more than one
of something.

ᎢᎩ [i²³gi] “Is.”

ᏱᎩ [yị²gi] “If. Maybe.”
Ꮭ ᏱᎩ [yị²gi] “Is not.”

ᎢᎪᎯᏓ [i²³go³hi⁴da] “Until. A length of time.”

ᎢᎸᎯᏳᎢ [ị²lv²³hị³yu⁴ɂi] “Ever.”

ᎢᏳᏍᏗ [ị²yu⁴sdi] “Like. Similar. Because. Therefore.”

Ꭳ
ᎣᏂ [o²hni] “After.”

ᎣᏓᎸᎢ [o¹dạ²lv⁴ɂi] “A mountain.”

ᏙᏓᎸᎢ [do¹dạ²lv⁴ɂi] “Mountains.”

Ꭴ
ᎤᎦᎶᎦ [u²gạ²lo²³ga] “A leaf.”

ᏧᎦᎶᎦ [ju²gạ²lo²³ga] “Leaves.”

ᎤᎧᏲᏓ [u²kạ²hyo⁴da] “Dry.”
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ᎤᏂᎧᏲᏓ [u²ni²kạ²hyo⁴da] “Dry.” Plural animate.
ᏧᎧᏲᏓ [ju²kạ²hyo⁴da] “Dry.” Plural inanimate.

ᎤᎨᏳᎭ [u¹ge²yụ³ha] “He/she is possessive of it (inanimate). He, she
loves him, her (animate).”

ᏥᎨᏳᎠ [ji²ge²yu³ɂa] “I love him, her.”
ᎠᎩᎨᏳᎭ [a¹gị²ge²yụ³ha] “I am possessive of it.”

ᎤᎨᏳᏒᎢ [u¹ge²yu³sv²³ɂi] “He was possessive of it. He loved
him, her.”

ᎤᎨᏳᏐᎢ [u¹ge²yu³so³ɂi] “He is habitually possessive of it. He
habitually loves him, her.”

ᎯᎨᏳᏎᏍᏗ [hi²ge²yu³se³sdi] “Let you love him, her.”
ᏣᎨᏳᏎᏍᏗ [jạ²ge²yu³se³sdi] “Let you be possessive of it.”

ᎤᎨᏳᏗ [u²geyh²di] “He to be possessive of it. He to love him,
her.”

ᎤᎪᏗ [u¹go³²di] “More.”

ᎤᏟ [u¹dli] “More.”

ᎤᎫᎫ [u²gu¹ku] “A hoot owl.”

ᎤᏂᎫᎫ [u²ni²gu¹ku] “Hoot owls.”

ᎤᎭ [u²³ha] “He has a solid object.”

ᎠᎩᎭ [a¹gị²ha] “I have a solid object.”
ᎤᎲᎢ [u¹hv²³ɂi] “He had a solid object.”
ᎤᎰᎢ [u¹ho³ɂi] “He habitually has a solid object.”
ᏣᎮᏍᏗ [jạ²he³sdi] “Let you be having a solid object.”

ᎤᎭᎸᏂ [u²hạ²lv²ni] “A bell.”

ᏧᎭᎸᏂ [ju²hạ²lv²ni] “Bells.”
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ᎤᎸᏉᏗ [u¹lv²³kwdi] “He likes him, it.”

ᏥᎸᏉᏗ [ji²lv²³gwo³²di] “I like him.”
ᎠᎩᎸᏉᏗ [a¹gị²lv²³kwdi] “I like it.”

ᎤᎸᏉᏛᎢ [u¹lv²³kwdv³ɂi] “He liked him, it.”
ᎤᎸᏉᏙᎢ [u¹lv²³kwdo³ɂi] “He habitually likes him, it.”
ᎯᎸᏉᏓ [hi²lv²gwo¹da] “Let you like him.”

ᎯᎸᏉᏓ [hị²lv²kwda] “Let you like it.”
ᎤᎸᏉᏙᏗ [u²lv²³kwdoh²di] “He to like him, it.”
ᎥᏍᏊ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ: ᎤᏓᎸᏉᏗ.

ᎤᎿ [u¹hna⁴] “There.”

ᎤᏄᎸᎲᏍᎦ [u¹nu²lv²³hṿ²sga] “He is failing to …”

ᎠᎩᏄᎸᎲᏍᎦ [a¹gị²nu²lv²³hṿ²sga] “I am failing …”
ᎤᏄᎸᏅᎢ [u¹nu²lv²³hnv²³ɂi] “He failed to …”
ᎤᏄᎸᎲᏍᎪ [u¹nu²³lv³²hṿ²sgo³ɂi] “He habitually fails to …”
ᏣᏄᎸᎲᎦ [ja²nu²³lv³²hṿ²ɂga] “Let you fail to …”
ᎤᏄᎸᏗ [u¹nu²³lṿ²di] “He to fail to …”

ᎤᏅᏔ [unh¹ta] “He knows it.” ☞ Only refers to facts or information.

ᎠᏆᏅᏔ [a¹gwanh²ta] “I know it.”
ᎤᏅᏛᎢ [unh¹tv²³ɂi] “He knew it.”
ᎤᏅᏙᎢ [unh¹to³ɂi] “He usually knows it.”
ᏣᏅᏖᏍᏗ [janh²te³sdi] “Let you know it.”

ᎤᏍᏗ [u²sdi⁴] “A baby.” This is the same as “little”, except the leading
“u” is long.

ᏧᎾᏍᏗ [jun²sdi] “Babies.”

ᎤᏍᏗ [ụ²sdi⁴] “Little” This is the same as “baby”, except the leading
“ụ” is short.
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ᏧᎾᏍᏗ [jun²sdi] “Little.” Plural animate.
ᏧᏍᏗ [jụ²sdi⁴] “Little.” Plural inanimate.

ᎤᏒᎢ [ụ²sv⁴ɂi] “Night. A night. Nights.”

ᎤᏓᎸᏉᏗ [u²da²lv⁴kwdi] “Snobbish.” - He likes himself.

ᎤᎾᏓᎸᏉᏗ [u²nạ²da²lv⁴kwdi] “Snobbish.” - They like them-
selves.

ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬᎢ [u¹da²³wạ³di³²sgv⁴ɂi] “Shade. A shadow.”

ᏚᏓᏩᏗᏍᎬᎢ [du¹da²³wạ³di³²sgv⁴ɂi] “Shades. Shadows.”
ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᏙᏛ [u¹da²³wạ³di³²sdoh²di] “Something casting a

shadow.”
ᎤᏓᏩᏗᏍᏛ [u¹da²³wạ³di³²sdi] “It to cast a shadow.”

ᎤᏔᎾ [u²³tạ²na] “Big. Large.”

ᏧᎾᏔᎾ [ju²³nạ²tạ²na] “Big. Large.” - Plural animate.
ᏧᏔᎾ [ju²³tạ²na] “Big. Large.” - Plural inanimate.

ᎤᏔᏕᎩᎠ [u¹tạ²de²gi³ɂa] “He thirsts. He is thirsty.”

ᎠᎩᏔᏕᎩᎠ [ak¹tạ²de²gi³ɂa] “I thirst. I am thirsty.”
ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ [u¹tạ²de²ga³²nv²³ɂi] “He thirsted. He was thirsty.”
ᎤᏔᏕᎩᏍᎪᎢ [u¹tạ²de²gi³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually thirsts. He

habitually is thirsty.”
ᏣᏔᏕᎬᎦ [tstạ²de²gv¹ga] “Let you thirst. Let you be thirsty.”
ᎤᏔᏕᎪᏗ [u²tạ²de²³go³²di] “He to thirst. He to be thirsty.”

ᎤᏕᎦ [u¹de³ga] “He is throwing it. He is pitching it.”

ᎠᏆᏕᎦ [a¹gwạ²de³ga] “I am throwing it.”
ᎤᏗᏅᏒᎢ [u¹di²³nv³²sv²³ɂi] “He threw it.”
ᎤᏕᎪᎢ [u¹de³go³ɂi] “He habitually throws it.”
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ᏣᏚᎦ [jạ²du¹ga] “Let you throw it.”
ᎤᏗᏅᏗ [u²di²³nv³²di] “He to throw it.”

ᎤᏙᎯᏳ, ᏙᎯᏳ, ᏙᏳ [u²do²hị²yu⁴, do²hị²yu⁴, do²yu⁴] “Very. Really.”

ᎤᏙᏓᏆᏓ [u²do²³dạ²gwạ²da] “All day.”

ᎤᏙᏓᏈᏗᏒᎢ [u¹do²³dạ³gwi²di³sv⁴ɂi] “During the day.”

ᎤᏚᎭ [u¹dụ³ha] “He is standing in a liquid.”

ᎠᏆᏚᎭ [a¹gwạ²dụ³ha] “I am standing in a liquid.”
ᎤᏚᏒᎢ [u¹du³sv²³ɂi] “He stood in a liquid.”
ᎤᏚᏐᎢ [u¹du³so³ɂi] “He habitually stands in a liquid.”
ᏣᏚᏎᏍᏗ [jạ²du³se³sdi] “Let you stand in a liquid.”
ᎤᏚᏗ [u²duh²di] “He to stand in a liquid.”

ᎤᏚᎵᎭ [u¹du²lị³ha] “He wants him or her or it.”

ᎠᏆᏚᎵᎭ [a¹gwạ²du²lị³ha] “I want him or her or it.”
ᎤᏚᎸᎲᎢ [u¹du²lv²hv²³ɂi] “He wanted him or her or it.”
ᎤᏚᎵᏍᎪᎢ [u¹du²li²³sgọ³ɂi] “He normally wants him or her or

it.”
ᏣᏚᎳ [jạ²du²³la] “Let you want him or her or it.”
ᎤᏚᎸᏗ [u²duhl²di] “Him to want him or her or it.”

ᎤᏟ [ụ²dli] “Away from …”

ᎤᏢᎦ [u¹dlv³ga] “He is sick.”

ᎠᎩᏢᎦ [a¹kdlv³ga] “I am sick.”
ᎤᏢᎬᎢ [u¹dlv³gv²³ɂi] “He was sick.”
ᎤᏢᎪᎢ [u¹dlv³go³ɂi] “He is habitually sick.”
ᏣᏢᎩ [tsdlv¹gi] “Let you be sick.”
ᎤᏢᎢᏍᏗ [u²dlṿ²ɂị³sdi] “He to be sick.”
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ᎤᏣᎠ [u¹jạ³ɂa] “He is inside of …”

ᎠᏆᏣᎠ [a¹gwạ²jạ³ɂa] “I am inside of …”
ᎤᏣᎥᎢ [u¹jạ³ɂv²³ɂi] “He was inside of …”
ᎤᏣᎣᎢ [u¹jạ³ɂo³ɂi] “He is habitually inside of …”
ᏣᏣᎡᏍᏗ [jạ²jạ³ɂe³sdi] “Let you be inside of …”

ᎤᏤᎵᎢ [u²je²li⁴ɂi] “His. It is his.”

ᏧᏤᎵᎢ [ju²je²li⁴ɂi] “They are his.”

ᎤᏩᎨᏫᏍᎦ [u¹wa²kew²sga] “He is forgetting it.” - The “v” changes
to “a” after “u-” and “uni-”

ᎠᏋᎨᏫᏍᎦ [a¹gwv²kew²sga] “I am forgetting it.” - Here the “v”
stays.

ᎤᏩᎨᏫᏒᎢ [u¹wa²kew²sv²³ɂi] “He forgot it.” - “v” changes to
“a” after “uw”

ᎤᏩᎨᏫᏍᎪᎢ [u¹wa²kew²sgoɂi] “He habitually forgets it.”
ᏫᏨᎨᏩ [wị²jv²³ke³wa] “Let you forget it.” - The imperative

always gets the “Ꮻ” prefix.

ᎤᏩᎨᏫᏍᏗ [ụ²wa²ke²hwị³sdi] - “He to forget it.”

ᎤᏩᏌ [ụ²wa⁴sa] “Alone. Only.”

ᏧᏩᏌ [u²nv⁴sa] “They are alone. Only them.”

ᎤᏪᎧᎭ [u¹we²kạ³ha] “He has a living thing.”

ᎠᎩᎧᎭ [a¹gi²kạ³ha] “I have a living thing.”
ᎤᏪᎧᎲᎢ [u¹we²kạ²hv²³ɂi] “He had a living thing.”
ᎤᏪᎧᎰᎢ [u¹we²kạ²ho³ɂi] “He habitually has a living thing.”
ᏤᎧᎮᏍᏗ [je²kạ²he³sdi] “Let you have a living thing.”

ᎤᏪᏴᎢ [u¹we³yv⁴ɂi] “A creek. A river.” The high rising tone on “yv”
is very important.
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ᏚᏪᏴᎢ [du¹we³yv⁴ɂi] “Creeks. Rivers.”

ᎤᏬᏚᎯ [ụ²wo²du⁴hi] “Pretty.”

ᏧᏃᏚᎯ [ju²no²du⁴hi] “Pretty.” Plural animate.
ᏧᏬᏚᎯ [jụ²wo²du⁴hi] “Pretty.” Plural inanimate.

ᎤᏬᏝ [u¹wo²³hla] “He is sitting. He is at home.” - You must use the
“Ꮥ-” prefix when there is more than one person is sitting

ᎠᏉᏝ [a¹gwo²³hla] “I am sitting. I am at home.”
ᎤᏬᏢᎢ [u¹wo²³hlv³ɂi] “He sat. He was at home.”
ᎤᏬᏠᎢ [u¹wo²³tlo³ɂi] “He usually sits. He is usually at home.”
ᏦᏞᏍᏗ [jo²³hle³²sdi] “Let you sit. Let you go home.”

ᎤᏰᏘᏍᎦ [u¹ye²tsga] “He is laughing.”

ᎠᎩᏰᏘᏍᎦ [a¹gị²ye²tsga] “I am laughing.”
ᎤᏰᏘᏒᎢ [u¹ye²tsv²³ɂi] “He laughed.”
ᎤᏰᏘᏍᎪᎢ [u¹ye²tsgo³ɂi] “He habitually laughs.”
ᏣᏰᏘᏍᏗ [jạ²ye²³tsa] “Let you laugh.”
ᎤᏰᏘᏍᏗ [u²ye²tsdi] “He to laugh.”

ᎤᏲᏏᎭ [u¹yo³sị³ha] “He is hungry.”

ᎠᎩᏲᏏᎭ [a¹gị²yo³sị³ha] “I am hungry.”
ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢ [u¹yo³si²sgv²³ɂi] “He was hungry.”
ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎪᎢ [u¹yo³si²sgo³ɂi] “He is habitually hungry.”
ᏣᏲᏏᏌ [jạ²yo¹si²³sa] “Let you be hungry.”
ᎤᏲᏏᏐᏗ [u²yo¹si²³soh³di] “He to be hungry.”

ᎤᏴᏍᏗ [u²yv³sdi] “Dwelling. House. Bedroom.” - A place for en-
tering inside of.
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Ꭵ
ᎥᏍᎩᏅ ᎢᏳᏍᏗ [v¹sgị²nv ị²yu⁴sdi] “Therefore.”

ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ [sginh³yu²³sd] “Therefore.”

ᎥᏍᏊ, ᏍᏊ [v¹sgwu³, sgwu³] “Also.”

Ꭶ
ᎦᎪ [ga³go²] “Who?”

ᎦᎴᎦ [gạɂ³le¹ga] “He is climbing it.”

ᏥᎴᎦ [jịɂ³le¹ga] “I am climbing it.”
ᎤᎸᏒᎢ [u¹lv³²sv²³ɂi] “He climbed it.”
ᎦᎴᎪᎢ [gạɂ³le¹go³ɂi] “He habitually climbs it.”
ᎯᎷᎦ [hịɂ²lu¹ga] “Let you climb it.”
ᎤᎸᏍᏗ [u²lv¹sdi] “He to climb it.”

ᎦᎵᏗᎭ [gahl²dị³ha] “He is putting it into a container.”

ᏥᎶᏗᎭ [jị²lo¹dị³ha] “I am putting it into a container.”
ᎤᎵᏔᏅᎢ [uhl¹tạ²nv³ɂi] “He put it into a container.”
ᎦᎵᏗᏍᎪᎢ [gahl²di²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually puts it into a con-

tainer.”
ᎯᎵᏓ [hihl²da] “Let you put it into a container.”
ᎤᎵᏙᏗ [uhl²doh³di] “He to put it into a container.”

ᎦᎵᏙᏗ [gahl³doh²di] “Container.”

ᏗᎦᎵᏙᏗ [dị²gahl³doh²di] “Containers.”

ᎦᎵᏦᏕ [gahl²jo²³de] “A house. Houses”

ᎦᎶᏍᎦ [gạ²lo³²sga] “He is falling from an elevated position.”
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ᏥᎶᏍᎦ [jị²lo³²sga] “I am falling from …”
ᎤᎶᏒᎢ [u¹lo³²sv²³ɂi] “He fell from …”
ᎦᎶᏍᎪᎢ [gạ²lo³²sgo³ɂi] “He habitually falls from …”
ᎯᎶᎯ [hị²lo¹hi] “Let you fall from …”
ᎤᎶᎯᏍᏗ [u²lo¹hị³sdi] “He to fall from …”

ᎦᎸᎳᏗ [gạ²lv³lạ²di] “High.”

ᎦᎸᎳᏗᏜ [gạ²lv²³lạ³di²dla] “Above. Towards high.”

ᎦᏁᎠ [gạ²ne³ɂa] “He is getting a flexible object. He is picking up a
flexible object.”

ᏥᏁᎠ [ji²ne³ɂa] “I am getting a living flexible object. …”
ᏥᏁᎠ [jị²ne³ɂa] “I am getting a flexible object. …”

ᎤᏁᏒᎢ [u¹ne³sv²³ɂi] “He got a flexible …”
ᎦᏁᏍᎪᎢ [gạ²ne³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually is getting a flexible …”
ᎯᎾᎩ [hi²nạ²gi] “Let you get a living flexible …”

ᎯᎾᎩ [hị²nạ²gi] “Let you get a flexible …”
ᎤᏁᏍᏗ [u²ne¹sdi] “He to get a flexible …”

ᎦᏁᎩᎠ [gạ²ne²gi³ɂa] “He is getting some liquid. He is picking up
some liquid.”

ᏥᏁᎩᎠ [jị²ne²gi³ɂa] “I am getting some liquid.”
ᎤᏁᎩᏒᎢ [u¹ne²gi³sv²³ɂi] “He got some liquid.”
ᎦᏁᎩᏍᎪᎢ [gạ²ne²gi³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually gets some liquid.”
ᎯᏁᎩ [hị²ne²³gi] “Let you get some liquid.”
ᎤᏁᎩᏍᏗ [u²ne²gi¹sdi] “He to get some liquid.”

ᎦᏁᏥᎢ [gạ²ne²ji⁴ɂi] “His chest.”

ᎦᏂᏱᎭ [gạɂ³ni²yị³ha] “He is catching him, it. He is arresting him.
He is playing catcher.”
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ᏥᏂᏱᎭ [ji³ni²yị³ha] “I am catching him.”
ᏥᏂᏱᎭ [jịɂ³ni²yị³ha] “I am catching it.”

ᎤᏂᏴᎲᎢ [u¹ni³yv²hv²³ɂi] “He caught him, it.”
ᎦᏂᏱᏍᎪᎢ [gạɂ³ni²yi²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually catches him.”
ᎯᏂᏯ [hi²ni²³ya] “Let you catch him.”

ᎯᏂᏯ [hịɂ²ni²³ya] “Let you catch it.”
ᎤᏂᏱᏗ [u²niyh²³di] “He to catch him, it.”

ᎦᏃᏂᎵ [gạ²no²ni²³li] “He is flying.”

ᏥᏃᎢᎵ [jị²nọ²ɂi²³li] “I am flying.”
ᎤᏃᎯᎵᏙᎸᎢ [u²no²hi²³li³²do²lv³ɂi] “He flew.”
ᎦᏃᎯᎴᎪᎢ [gạ²no²hi²³le³²go³ɂi] “He habitually is flying.”
ᎯᏃᎯᎸᏒᎢ [hị²no²hi²³lv³²sv³ɂi] “Let you be flying.”

ᎦᏄᎪᎦ [gạ²nu²go³ga] “He is exiting.”

ᏥᏄᎪᎦ [jị²nu²go³ga] “I am exiting.”
ᎤᏄᎪᏨᎢ [u¹nu²go³jv²³ɂi] “He exited.”
ᎦᏄᎪᎪᎢ [gạ²nu²go³go³ɂi] “He habitually exits.”
ᎯᏄᎪᎢ [hị²nu²gọ²ɂi] “Let you exit.”
ᎤᏄᎪᏍᏗ [u²nu²go¹sdi] “He to exit.”

ᎦᏅᎦ [ganh²ga] “He is lying down.”

ᏥᏅᎦ [jị²nv¹ga] “I am lying down.”
ᎦᏅᎪᎢ [ganh²go³ɂi] “He habitually lies down.”
ᎯᏅᏕᏍᏗ [hinh²ge³sdi] “Let you lie down.”

ᎦᏅᎯᏓ [gạ²nv²hi⁴da] “Long.” - As a description. Use ᎢᎦᏅᎯᏓ when
talking about length.

ᏗᎦᏅᎯᏓ [dị²gạ²nv²hi⁴da] “Long.”
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ᎦᏍᎩᎶ [ga²sgị²lo] “A table. A chair.”

ᏗᎦᏍᎩᎶ [dị²ga²sgị²lo] “Tables. Chairs.”
ᎦᏍᎩᎸᎢ [ga²sgị²lv⁴ɂi] “On a chair or on a table.”

ᎦᏙ [gạ²do¹] “What?”

ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ [gạ²do² u²sdi] “What?” Used when asking about an object
or something else similar. Pay special attention to the leading
normal tone on “usdi”.

ᎦᏙ ᎤᏍᏗ [gạ²do² u⁴sdi] “Which one?”

ᎦᏙ ᏧᏍᏗ [gạ²do² ju⁴sdi] “Which ones?” - Inanimate.
ᎦᏙ ᎤᎾᏍᏗ [gạ²do² un⁴sdi] “Which ones?” - Animate.

ᎦᏙᎲ [gạ²do¹hv⁴] “Why?”

ᎦᏙᏅᏗᎭ [gạ²donh³dị³ha] “He is dropping something flexible or
alive.”

ᏥᏯᏙᏅᏗᎭ [ji²yạ²donh³dị³ha] “I am dropping something
alive.”
ᎦᏙᏅᏗᎭ [gạ²donh³dị³ha] “I am dropping something

flexible.”
ᎤᏙᏅᏔᏅᎢ [u¹donh³tạ³nv³ɂi] “He dropped something flexi-

ble or alive.”
ᎦᏙᏅᏗᏍᎪᎢ [gạ²donh³di²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually drops some-

thing flexible or alive.”
ᎯᏯᏙᏅᏓ [hi²yạ²donh¹da] “Let you drop something alive.”

ᎭᏙᏅᏓ [hạ²donh¹da] “Let you drop something flexible.”
ᎤᏙᏅᏙᏗ [u²donh¹doh³di] “He to drop something flexible or

alive.”

ᎦᏙᏍᎦ [gạ²dọ³sga] “A flexible object is falling from a hanging posi-
tion.”
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ᎦᏙᏍᎦ [gạ²dọ³sga] “I, a flexible object, am falling from a hang-
ing position.”

ᎤᏙᏒᎢ [u¹dọ³sv²³ɂi] “A flexible object fell from a hanging po-
sition.”

ᎦᏙᏍᎪᎢ [gạ²dọ³sgo³ɂi] “A flexible object habitually falls from
a hanging position.”

ᎭᏙᎯ [hạ²do¹hi] “Let you, a flexible object, fall from a hanging
position.”

ᎤᏙᎯᏍᏗ [u²do¹hị³sdi] “A flexible object to fall from a hanging
position.”

ᎦᏚ [gạ²du³] “On top.”

ᎦᏚᎲᎢ [ga²du³hv⁴ɂi] “A town. A city.” - Place of on top. ᎦᏚ + Ꭿ +
Ꭲ

ᏗᎦᏚᎲᎢ [dị²ga²du³hv⁴ɂi] “A town. A city. Towns. Cities.”

ᎦᏨᏯᏍᎦ [ga²jvy³sga] “He is stinging him, it.”

ᏥᏯᏨᏯᏍᎦ [ji²ya²jvy³sga] “I am stinging it.”
ᎤᏩᏨᏴᎢ [u¹wa²jv³hyv²³ɂi] “He stung it.”
ᎦᏨᏯᏍᎪᎢ [ga²jvy³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually stings it.”
ᎯᏯᏨᏯ [hi²ya²jv¹hya] “Let you sting it.”
ᎤᏩᏨᏯᏍᏗ [ụ²wa²jvy¹sdi] “He to sting it.”

ᎦᏬᏂᎭ [gạ²wo³nị²ha] “He is speaking.”

ᏥᏬᏂᎭ [jị²wo³nị²ha] “I am speaking.”
ᎤᏬᏂᏒᎢ [u¹wo³ni²sv²³ɂi] “He spoke.”
ᎦᏬᏂᏍᎪᎢ [gạ²wo³ni²sgo³ɂi] “He usually speaks.”
ᎯᏬᏂᎯ [hị²wo¹ni²³hi] “Let you speak.”
ᎤᏬᏂᎯᏍᏗ [u²wo¹ni²³hị³sdi] “Him to speak.”

ᎦᏰᎠ [ga²hye³ɂ] “He is eating a flexible object.” (Ꭶ + ᏰᎠ)
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ᏥᏯᏰᎠ [ji²ya¹ye³ɂa] “I am eating a living flexible object.” (Ꮵ
+ ᏰᎠ)

ᏥᏰᎠ [ji¹ye³ɂa] “I am eating a flexible object.” (Ꮵ̣ + ᏰᎠ)
ᎤᏩᏯᎥᎢ [u¹wa²hya³ɂv²³ɂi] “He ate a flexible object.” (Ꭴ +

ᎠᏯᎥᎢ)

ᎦᏰᏍᎪᎢ [ga²hye³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually eats a flexible object.”
(Ꭶ + ᏰᏍᎪᎢ)

ᎯᏯᏯᎦ [hi²ya¹yạ²ga] “Let you eat a living flexible object.” (Ꭿ
+ ᏯᎦ)

ᎯᏯᎦ [hi²hyạ²ga] “Let you eat a flexible object.” (Ꭿ̣ + ᏯᎦ)
ᎤᏩᏰᏍᏗ [ụ²wa²hye¹sdi] “He to eat a flexible object.” (Ꭴ +

ᎠᏰᏍᏗ)

ᎦᏲᏟ [ga¹yo⁴hli] “A small amount.”

Ꭷ
ᎧᎾᏥᏍᏕᏥ [kạ²nạ²ji¹sde²³ji] “A wasp. Wasps.”

ᎧᏁᏍᎦ [kạ²ne¹sga] “Hay.”

ᎧᏂᏈᏌ [kạ²nị²kwsa] “A rat. Rats.”

ᎧᏃᎮᎭ [kạ²no²hẹ³ha] “He is telling it.”

ᏥᏃᎮᎭ [ji¹no²hẹ³ha] “I am telling it.”
ᎤᏃᎮᏢᎢ [u¹hno²he²³hlv³ɂi] “He told it.”
ᎧᏃᎮᏍᎪᎢ [kạ²no²he²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually tells it.”
ᎯᏃᎲᎳ [hị²hno²hv²³la] “Let you tell it.”
ᎤᏃᎮᏗ [u²hno²heh²di] “He to tell it.”

ᎧᏄᎾ [kạ²nu²na] “A bullfrog. Bullfrogs.”
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Ꭸ
ᎨᏡᎲᏍᎦ [ge²hlụ²hv³sga] “He, it, is howling, screaming, yelling, etc.”

ᎨᎷᎲᏍᎦ [ge¹lụ²hv³sga] “I am howling.”
ᎤᏪᏡᏅᎢ [u¹we²hlụ²hnv²³ɂi] “He howled.”
ᎨᏡᎲᏍᎪᎢ [ge²hlụ²hv³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually howls.”
ᎮᏡᎲᎦ [he²hlụ²hv¹ga] “Let you howl.”
ᎤᏪᏡᎲᏍᏗ [ụ²we²hlụ²hv³sdi] “Him to howl.”

Ꭹ
ᎩᎦᎨ, ᎩᎨ [gi²³gạ³ge, gi²³ge] “Red.”

ᎩᎶ [kị²lo⁴] “Someone.”

Ꭺ
ᎪᎦ [ko³ga] “A crow. Crows.”

ᎪᎯ [ko¹hi⁴] “A while ago.”

ᎪᎯ ᎢᎦ [ko¹hi⁴ i²ga] “Today.”

ᎪᎯᏓ [go²hi⁴da] “A long time.”

ᎪᎯᏴᎢ [ko¹hi³²yv⁴ɂi] “Later. After a while.”

ᎪᎰᏅᏗᎭ [go²honh²dị³ha] “He is making a round or long object fall.”

ᎪᎣᏅᏗᎭ [gọ²ɂonh²dị³ha] “I ammaking a round or long object
fall.”

ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏔᏅᎢ [u¹wo²honh²tạ³nv³ɂi] “Hemade a round or long
object fall.”

ᎪᎰᏅᏗᏍᎪᎢ [go²honh²di²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually makes a
round or long object fall.”
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ᎰᎰᏅᏓ [ho²honh²da] “Let youmake a round or long object fall.”
ᎤᏬᎰᏅᏙᏗ [ụ²wo²honh²doh³di] “He to make a round or long

object fall.”

ᎪᎱᏍᏗ, ᎪᏍᏗ [go²hu⁴sdi, go⁴sdi] “Something. A thing.”

ᎪᎵᎦ [gohl²ga] “He is recognizing him.”

ᏥᏲᎵᎦ [ji²yo²li¹ga] “I recognize him.”
ᎤᏬᎵᏨᎢ [u¹wohl²jv²³ɂi] “He recognized him.”
ᎪᎵᎪᎢ [gohl²go³ɂi] “He habitually recognizes him.”
ᎯᏲᎵᎩ [hi²yo²li¹gi] “Let you recognize him.”
ᎤᏬᏟᏍᏗ [ụ²wo²hlị³sdi] “He to recognize him.”

ᎪᎵᎦ [gohl²ga] “He understands it.”

ᎪᎵᎦ [go²li¹ga] “I understand it.”
ᎤᏬᎵᏨᎢ [u¹wohl²jv²³ɂi] “He understood it.”
ᎪᎵᎪᎢ [gohl²go³ɂi] “He habitually understands it.”
ᎨᎵᎩ [hohl²gi] “Let you understand it.”
ᎤᏬᏟᏍᏗ [ụ²wo²hlị³sdi] “He to understand it.”

ᎪᏎᎭ [go¹sẹ³ha] “He is saying to him.”

ᏥᏲᏎᎭ [ji²yo¹sẹ³ha] “I am saying to him.”
ᎤᏬᏎᎸᎢ [u¹wo¹se²³lv³ɂi] “He said to him.”
ᎪᏎᎰᎢ [go¹sẹ³họ³ɂi] “He habitually says to him.”
ᎯᏲᏏ [hi²yo¹si] “Let you say to him.”
ᎤᏬᏎᏗ [ụ²wo¹seh³di] “He to say to him.”
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Ꭻ
ᎫᎴ [gu²le] “An acorn. Acorns.”

ᎫᎴ ᏗᏍᎪᏂᎯ [gu²le di²sgo²³hnị²hi] “An acorn mourner. A morning
dove.” - Literally: “It is one who mourns acorns.”

ᎫᎴ ᏗᏂᏍᎪᏂᎯ [gu²le di²ni²sgo²³hnị²hi] “Acorn mourners.”

ᎫᏖᎠ [gu²te³ɂa] “He is picking him or it up.”

ᏥᏳᏖᎠ [ji²yu¹te³ɂa] “I am picking him up.”
ᎫᏖᎠ [gu¹te³ɂa] “I am picking it up.”

ᎤᏭᏖᏒᎢ [u¹wu²te³sv²³ɂi] “He picked him, it up.”
ᎫᏖᏍᎪᎢ [gu²te³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually picks him, it up.”
ᎯᏳᏔᎩ [hi²yu¹tạ²gi] “Let you pick him up.”

ᎱᏔᎩ [hu²tạ²gi] “Let you pick it up.”
ᎤᏭᏖᏍᏗ [ụ²wu²te¹sdi] “He to pick him, it up.”

Ꭼ
ᎬᏗ [gvh⁴di] “With it. By means of it.” - This word cannot be used

like the “with” of English. It should only used when doing some
action with something.

ᎬᏗᎭ [kdị³ha] “He is using it.”

ᎬᏗᎭ [gv¹dị³ha] “I am using it.”
ᎤᏮᏔᏅᎢ [uwh¹tạ²nv³ɂi] “He used it.”
ᎬᏗᏍᎪᎢ [kdi²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually uses it.”
ᎲᏓ [hvh²da] “Let you use it.”
ᎤᏮᏙᏗ [uwh²doh³di] “He to use it.”

ᎬᏩᏚᏫᏓ [gv²wa²tu³hwị²da] “All around.”
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Ꭽ
ᎭᏢ [ha²dlv] “Where?”

ᎭᏫᏂ [hạ²wi⁴ni] “Under.”

ᎭᏫᏂ ᏗᏜ [hạ²wi³ni³ di³dla] “Underneath.”

ᎭᏫᏯ [hạ²wi²ya] “Meat.”

Ꭿ
ᎯᎳ ᎢᎦ [hị²la⁴ i²³ga⁴] “How many?” - Inanimate.

ᎯᎳ ᎢᏯᏂ [hị²la⁴ ị²yạ³ni] “How many?” - Animate.

ᎯᎳᏴᎢ [hị²la³²yv⁴ɂi] “When?”

Ꮎ
ᎾᎿ [na¹hna⁴] “That place.” - Ꮎ + ᎤᎿ. - Some dialects use ᎤᎿ and

not ᎾᎿ for this meaning.

Ꮒ
ᏂᎦᏓ, ᏂᎦᏛ [nị²ga⁴da, nị²ga⁴dv] “All. Everyone.”

ᏂᎦᏪᎠ [nị²gạ²wẹ²ɂa] “He is saying it. He is uttering, meowing, whin-
nying …”

ᏂᏥᏪᎠ [nị²jị²wẹ²ɂa] “I am uttering, saying, making an animal
noise …”

ᏄᏪᏒᎢ [nu¹we¹sv²³ɂi] “He uttered, said, made an animal noise
…”

ᏂᎦᏪᏍᎪᎢ [nị²gạ²we¹sgo³ɂi] “He habitually utters, says,
makes an animal noise …”
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ᏂᏫ [hnị³wi] “Let you utter, say, make an animal noise …”
ᎢᏳᏪᏍᏗ [ị²yu³we¹sdi] “He to utter, say, make an animal noise

…”

ᏂᎬᎢ [nị²kv⁴ɂi] “All over. Everywhere.”

ᏂᎬᏁᎭ [nị²gv³ne²ha] “He is doing to it.”

ᏂᎬᏁᎭ [nị²gv¹ne²ha] “I am doing to it.”
ᏄᏮᏁᎸᎢ [nu¹wv³ne²lv³ɂi] “He did to it.”
ᏂᎬᏁᎰᎢ [nị²gv³ne²ho³ɂi] “He habitually does to it.”
ᏅᎦ [hnv³ga] “Let you do to it.”
ᎢᏳᏩᏁᏗ [i²yu¹wan²di] “He to do to it.”
Adding “ᎣᏍᏓ” directly before this verb usually indicates “fixing

or repairing”.

ᏂᎬᏅᏕᎠ [nị²gvnh³de³ɂa] “He is taking it off.” - To take something
off something.

ᏂᎬᏅᏕᎠ [nị²gnvh³de³ɂa] “I am taking it off.”
ᏄᏩᏅᏕᏒᎢ [nu¹wanh³de³sv²³ɂi] “He took it off.”
ᏂᎬᏅᏕᏍᎪᎢ [nị²gvnh³de³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually takes it off.”
ᏅᏅᏓᎩ [hnvnh³dạ³gi] “Let you take it off.”
ᎢᏳᏩᏅᏕᏍᏗ [ị²yụ³wanh¹de¹sdi] “He to take it off.”

ᏂᎬᏅᏗᎭ [nị²gvnh³dị³ha] “He is putting it on.” - To put something on
something.

ᏂᎬᏅᏗᎭ [nị²gvnh³dị³ha] “I am putting it on.”
ᏄᏩᏅᏔᏅᎢ [nu¹wanh³tạ²nv³ɂi] “He put it on.”
ᏂᎬᏅᏗᏍᎪᎢ [nị²gvnh³di²³sgọ³ɂi] “He habitually puts it on.”
ᏅᏅᏓ [hnvnh³da] “Let you put it on.”
ᎢᏳᏩᏅᏙᏗ [ị²yụ³wanh¹doh³di] “He to put it on.”
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Ꮓ
ᏃᏈᏏ [nọ²kwsi] “A star. Stars.”

ᏃᏊ [no²³gwu] “Now”

Ꮕ
ᏅᏓ [nv²da] “Moon. Sun.”

ᏅᏯ [nv¹ya] “A rock. Rocks.”

ᏅᏲᎯ [nv¹yo⁴hi] “A rocky place. In rocks.”

Ꮖ
ᏆᎷᏏ [gwạ²lụ³si] “Muscadine Grape.” - This is a grape native to

North America and is not the same as the European grape usually
bought at the grocery store.

Ꮝ
ᏍᏓᏯ, ᏍᏓᏱ [sda⁴ya, sda⁴yi] “Hard. Difficult.”

Ꮟ
Ꮟ [si] “Wait! All the same (still). Even now (or then) as was formerly

(still).”
ᎾᏍᎩᎤᏁᎩᎵᏗ ᏙᏯ, Ꮟ ᏥᏯᏚᎵ. That is an ugly beaver, still I want
him.
ᎾᏍᎩ ᏙᏯ Ꮟ ᎤᎿ. That beaver is still there.

ᏝᏏ, ᎥᏝᏏ [hlạ³si, vhlạ³si] “Not all the same (not still). Not now
as was formerly (not still).”
ᎾᏍᎩ ᏙᏯ ᏝᏏ ᎤᎿ ᏱᎩ. That beaver is no longer still there.
That beaver is not still there.
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ᏏᏊ [si²³gwu] “Again. More.”

Ꮠ
ᏐᏈᎵ [so²³gwị³li] “A horse. Horses.”

ᏐᏈᎵ ᎤᏂᏴᏍᏗ [so²³gwịl³ u²nị²yv³sdi] “Horse barn.”

Ꮢ
ᏒᏃᏱ [sv²no²³yi] “At midnight.”

Ꮣ
ᏓᎵᏔᏕᎦ [dahl²tạ²de³ga] “He is jumping.” - This verb is always used

with the “Ꮥ-” prefix.

ᏕᎦᎵᏔᏕᎦ [de²gạ³li¹tạ²de³ga] - “I am jumping.”
ᏚᎵᏔᏗᏅᏒᎢ [duhl¹tạ²di²³nv³²sv²³ɂi] - “He jumped.”
ᏓᎵᏔᏕᎪᎢ [dahl¹tạ²de³go³ɂi] - “He habitually jumps.”
ᏔᎵᏔᏚᎦ [tahl³tạ²du¹ga] - “You jumped.”
ᏧᎵᏔᏗᏅᏗ [juhl²ạ²di²³nv³²di] - “He to jump.”

ᏓᎾᏠᏍᎦ [danạ²dlo²sga] “They are meeting. They are meeting some-
one.”

ᏙᏣᏠᏍᎦ [do¹jạ²dlo²sga] “You all are meeting.”
ᏚᎾᏠᏒᎢ [du¹nạ²dlo²sv²³ɂi] “They met.”
ᏓᎾᏠᏍᎪᎢ [da¹nạ²dlo²sgo³ɂi] “They habitually meet.”
ᏗᏣᏠᎯ [di¹jạ²dlo³hi] “Let you all meet.”
ᏧᎾᏠᎯᏍᏗ [ju²nạ²dlo²hị²sdi] “They to meet.”
This verb is really ᏚᏠᏍᎦ.

ᏓᏲᏍᎦ [da¹yọ³sga] “He is releasing him.” - Animate only.
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ᏕᏥᏲᏍᎦ [de²ji³yọ²sga] “I am releasing him.”
ᏚᏲᏒᎢ [du¹yọ³sv²³ɂi] “He released him.”
ᏓᏲᏍᎪᎢ [da¹yọ³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually releases him.”
ᏘᏲᎯ [ti³yọ²hi] “Let you release him.”
ᏧᏲᎯᏍᏗ [ju²yọ³hị³sdi] “He to release him.”
ᎥᏍᏊ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ: ᏚᏲᏍᎦ.

Ꮥ
ᏕᎧᎵᏆᏕᎦ [de²kạ³lih²gwạ²de³ga] “He is turning him, it over.”

ᏕᏥᎵᏆᏕᎦ [de²ji³²lih²gwạ²de³ga] “I am turning him, it over.”
ᏚᏟᏆᏗᏅᏒᎢ [du¹hlih²gwạ²di²³nv³²sv²³ɂi] “He turned him, it

over.”
ᏕᎧᎵᏆᏕᎪᎢ [de²kạ³lih²gwạ²de³go³ɂi] “He habitually turns him,

it over.”
ᏘᎵᏆᏚᎦ [ti³²lih²gwạ²du³²ga] “Let you turn him over.”

ᏘᏟᏆᏚᎦ [tị²lih³gwạ²du¹ga] “Let you turn it over.”
ᏧᏟᏆᏗᏅᏗ [ju²hlih²gwạ²di²³nv³²di] “He to turn him, it over.”

ᏕᎧᏃᎩᎠ [de²kạ³no²gi³ɂa] “He is singing.”

ᏕᏥᏃᎩᎠ [de²ji³²no²gi³ɂa] “I am singing.”
ᏚᏃᎩᏒᎢ [du¹hno²gi³sv²³ɂi] “He sang.”
ᏕᎧᏃᎩᏍᎪᎢ [de²kạ³no²gi³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually sings.”
ᏘᏃᎩ [tị²hno³gi] “Let you sing.”
ᏧᏃᎩᏍᏗ [ju²hno²gi¹sdi] “He to sing.”

Ꮩ
ᏙᏯ [do²ya] “A beaver. Beavers.”

ᏙᏱ, ᏙᏯ [do²³yi, do²³ya] “Outside.”
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Ꮪ
ᏚᏍᎦᎴᏍᏗᎭ [du³sgạ²le³sdị²ha] “He is involuntarily releasing it.” -

Inanimate.

ᏓᏆᏍᎦᎴᏍᏗᎭ [da¹gwa³sgạ²le³sdị²ha] “I am involuntarily re-
leasing it.”

ᏚᏍᎦᎴᏍᏔᏅᎢ [du³sgạ²le³stạ²nv²³ɂi] “He involuntarily re-
leased it.”

ᏚᏍᎦᎴᏍᏗᏍᎪᎢ [du³sgạ²le³sdi²sgo³ɂi] “He habitually involun-
tarily releases it.”

ᏗᏣᏍᎦᎴᏍᏓ [dị²ja³sgạ²le³sda] “Let you involuntarily release
it.”

ᏧᏍᎦᎴᏍᏙᏗ [ju¹sgạ²le¹doh³di] “He to involuntarily release it.”
This verb is used to indicate events like “it slipped out of my

hand”, “he lost his grip on it”, etc.

ᎥᏍᏊ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ: ᏚᏲᏍᎦ.

ᏚᏙᎠ [du¹do²ɂa] “He is called. He is named.”

ᏓᏆᏙᎠ [da¹gwạ²do³ɂa] “I am called.”
ᏚᏙᎥᎢ [du¹do³ɂv²³ɂi] “He was called.”
ᏚᏙᎣᎢ [du¹do³ɂo³ɂi] “He is habitually called.”
ᏕᏣᏙᎡᏍᏗ [de²³jạ³do³ɂe³sdi] “Let you be called.”
ᏧᏙᏍᏗ [ju²do¹sdi] “He to be called.”

ᏚᏠᏍᎦ [du¹dlo²sga] “He is being confronted with it.”

ᏓᏆᏠᏍᎦ [da¹gwạ²dlo²sga] “I am being confronted with it.”
ᏚᏠᏒᎢ [du¹dlo²sv²³ɂi] “He was confronted with it.”
ᏚᏠᏍᎪᎢ [du¹dlo²sgoɂi] “He is habitually confronted with it.”
ᏗᏣᏠᎯ [dị²jạ³dlo³hi] “Let you be confronted with it.”
ᏧᏠᎯᏍᏗ [ju²dlo²hị²sdi] “He to be confronted with it.”
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ᏚᏲᏍᎦ [du¹yọ³sga] “He is voluntarily releasing it.” - Inanimate

ᏓᎩᏲᏍᎦ [da¹gị³yọ²sga] “I am voluntarily releasing it.”
ᏚᏲᏒᎢ [du¹yọ³sv²³ɂi] “He voluntarily released it.”
ᏚᏲᏍᎪᎢ [du¹yọ³sgo³ɂi] “He habitually voluntarily releases it.”
ᏗᏣᏲᎯ [dị²jạ³yọ²hi] “Let you voluntarily release it.”
ᏧᏲᎯᏍᏗ [ju²yọ³hị³sdi] “He to voluntarily release it.”
ᎥᏍᏊ ᎯᎪᏩᏔ: ᏓᏲᏍᎦ, ᏚᏍᎦᎴᏍᏗᎭ.

Ꮭ
Ꮭ ᎢᎸᎯᏳ [hlạ³ ị²lv²³hị³yu⁴] “Never.”

Ꮭ ᎢᎸᏢ [hlạ³ ị²lvh³dlv] “Nowhere.”

Ꮭ Ꮲ [hlạ³ dlv⁴] “Nowhere.”

Ꮭ ᎩᎶ [hlạ² kị²lo] “No one.”

Ꮭ ᎪᎱᏍᏗ [hlạ³ go²hu⁴sdi] “Nothing.”

Ꮱ
ᏡᎬᎢ [hlgv⁴ɂi] “A tree.”

ᏕᏡᎬᎢ [dehl²³gv⁴ɂi] “Trees.”

Ꮲ
Ꮲ, ᎢᎸᏢᎢ [dlv, ị²lvh³dlv⁴ɂi] “Somewhere.”

ᏢᏓᏥ, ᏢᏓᏥ [hlv²dạ²ji, tlv²dạ²ji] “A great cat. Panther. Lion.”

ᎣᏓᎸ ᎡᎯ ᏢᏓᏥ. [o¹dạ²lv⁴ e⁴hi hlv²dạ²ji] “A mountain lion.”
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Ꮵ
ᏥᏍᏆ [ji³sgwa] “A bird. Birds.”

ᏥᏍᏉᏉ [ji²³sgwo³²gwo] “Robin.” - The bird.

ᏥᏍᏕᏥ [ji²sde²ji] “A mouse. Mice.”

ᏥᏍᏚ [ji²sdu] A rabbit. Rabbits.

ᏥᏳ [ji²³yu] “Boat. Airplane.”

Ꮷ
ᏧᎿᏦᏍᏗ [ju²hnạ²jo⁴sdi] “Sour.”

Ꮹ
ᏩᎦ [wah²ga] “A cow. Cows.”

ᏩᏚᎵᏏ (wa³du²li³si) “Syrup”, “Sorghum”, “Honey”, “Honey Bee”

ᏩᏯ, ᏩᎭᏯ [wạ²hya, wạ²hạ²ya] A wolf. Wolves.

Ꮺ
ᏪᏌ [we²³sa] “A cat. Cats.”

Ᏹ
ᏱᏂᎦᎵᏍᏗᎭᏊ ᎢᎸᏢᎢ [yị²nị²gal³sdị³hạ²gwu ị²lvh³dlv⁴ɂi] “Any-

where. Wherever.”

ᏱᏂᎦᎵᏍᏗᎭᏊ ᎩᎶ [yị²nị²gal³sdị³hạ²gwu kị²lo] “Anyone.”
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Grammar

The following sections detail additional grammar rules to become fa-
miliar with before attempting any translations.

Currently able to do …
To indicate if someone or something is currently able to do something
use one of the following combined prefixes on the infinitive form.

ᎬᎩ- [gv²gị²-] “I am able to …” (ga + agị)

ᎦᏣ- [ga²jạ²-] “You are able to …” (ga + ja)

ᎦᏍᏗ- [ga²sdi²-] “You two are able to …” (ga + sdi)

ᎦᎩᏂ- [ga²gị²ni²-] “You and I are able to …” (ga + gini)

ᎦᏥ- [ga¹ji²-] “You all are able to …” (ga + iji)

ᎦᏲᎩᏂ- [gạ²yo²gị²ni²-] “He and I are able to …” (ga + ogini)

ᎦᏲᎩ- [gạ²yo²gi²-] “They and I are able to …” (ga + ogi)

ᎬᏩ- [gv²wa²-] “He is able to …” (ga + u)

ᎬᏩᏂ- [gv²wạ²ni²-] “They are able to …” (ga + uni)

Example:

• ᎠᎩᎪᏩᏛᏗ. “My ability to see it.”

– ᎬᎩᎪᏩᏛᏗ. “I am able to see it.”
– Ꮭ ᏱᎬᎩᎪᏩᏛᏗ. “I am not able to see it.”
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Doing for …, Doing to …
To indicate that something is being done to someone else or being
done for someone else, you take the past tense form and add one of
the following special “doing for” endings.

You should only use pronouns that indicate animate to animate re-
lationships when using this ending.

-ᎡᎭ [-eha] “is doing for … is doing to …”

-Ꮟ [-si] “let be doing for … let be doing to …”

-ᎡᎵ [-eli] “just did for … just doing to …”

-ᎡᎰᎢ [-ehoi] “habitually does for … habitually does to …”

-ᎡᎰᎢ [-ehvi] “was doing for … was doing to …”
-ᎡᎮᏍᏗ [-ehesdi] “will be doing for … will be doing to …”

-ᎡᎸᎢ [-elvi] “did for … did to …”

-ᎡᎸᎢ [-elv²i] “later, do it for … later, do it to …”
-ᎡᎵ [-eli] “will do it for … will do it to …” - Requires the use

of the “Ꮣ-” future prefix.

-ᎡᏗ [-ehdi] “to do for … to do to …”

Examples:

• ᏄᏛᏁᎸᎢ. “He did it.”

– ᎾᏆᏛᏁᎴᎭ. “He is doing it for me.”
∗ Ꮒ + ᎠᎩ + ᎤᏛᏁᎸᎢ + ᎡᎭ.

• ᏚᏟᏆᏗᏅᏒᎢ. “He turned it over.”

– ᏙᏓᏣᏟᏆᏗᏅᏎᎵ. “He will turn it over for you.”
∗ Ꮧ + Ꮣ + Ꮳ + ᎤᏟᏆᏗᏅᏒᎢ + ᎡᎵ.

• ᏅᏯ ᎤᎩᏒᎢ. “He got a rock.”
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– ᏅᏯ ᏥᎩᏎᎸᎢ. “I got a rock for him.”
∗ Ꮵ + ᎤᎩᏒᎢ + ᎡᎸᎢ.

On some verbs one can add the prefix “Ꮻ-” to indicate “to” as in “to-
wards someone or at someone”.

Example:

• ᏕᎪᏪᎵᎠ. “He is writing them.”

– ᏕᎪᏪᎳᏁᎭ. “He is writing them for him.” - ᏕᎪᏪᎳᏅᎢ
+ ᎡᎭ. (Writing them on his behalf.)

– ᏫᏗᎪᏪᎳᏁᎭ. “He is writing them to him.” - Ꮻ +
ᏕᎪᏪᎳᏅᎢ + ᎡᎭ. (Writing them for him to send to him.)

These endings are also used to indicate “something bad happening by
an unspecified actor to people” when used with verbs that indicate or
could indicate something negative happening.

Example:

• ᏓᏆᎴᎳ ᎤᏲᏤ. “The car broke.”

– ᏓᏆᎴᎳ ᎤᏲᏤᎴ. “The car broke down on him.” - Literally:
The car broke for him.

∗ ᎤᏲᏨᎢ + ᎡᎸᎢ.

More details can be found in the paper “Cherokee Grammar Applicative
Suffix” published by Dr. Wyman Kirk.

Is going to do…,Went to do…,Will go to do
…
To indicate that someone or something will be going so they can do
something, is going so they can do something, or was going so they
could do something you take the past tense form and add one of the
following special “is going to” endings. These endings are only used
when indicating that motion has occurred, is occurring, or will be ex-
pected to occur.
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-ᎡᎦ [-e³ga] “is going to …” - Uses “Set A” or “Set B” the same as the
present tense form the ending is being added on.

-ᎤᎦ [-u³ga] “let go to …” - Uses “Set A” or “Set B” the same as the
present tense form the ending is being added on.

-ᎤᎦ [-u²ga²]“just went to…” - Uses “Set A” or “Set B” the same as the
present tense form the ending is being added on.

-ᎡᎪᎢ [-e³go³ɂi] “habitually goes to …” - Uses “Set A” or “Set B” the
same as the present tense form the ending is being added on.

-ᎡᎬᎢ [-e³gv³ɂi] “was going to …” - Uses “Set A” or “Set B” the
same as the present tense form the ending is being added
on.

-ᎥᏒᎢ [-v³sv³ɂi] “went to …” - Uses “Set B”.

-ᎡᏏ [-e³si] “will go to …, will be going to …” - Uses “Set A” or “Set
B” the same as the present tense form the ending is being added
on and also requires the use of the “Ꮣ-” future prefix.

-ᎥᏍᏗ [-v³sdi] “to go to …” - Uses “Set B”.

Examples:

• ᏄᏛᏁᎸᎢ. “He did it.”

– ᎤᏪᏴ ᎾᏛᏁᎴᎦ. “He is going to the creek to do it.”
∗ Ꮒ + Ꭰ + ᎤᏛᏁᎸᎢ + ᎡᎦ.

• ᎤᎬᎢ. “He ate something solid.”

– ᎠᎨᎪᎢ. “He habitually goes to eat something solid.”
∗ Ꭰ + ᎤᎬᎢ + ᎡᎪᎢ.

• ᎤᎿ ᏚᏟᏆᏗᏅᏒᎢ. “He turned it over there.”

– ᎤᎿ ᏙᏓᏳᏟᏆᏗᏅᏎᏏ. “He will go there to turn it over.”

• ᏅᏯ ᎤᎩᏒᎢ. “He got a rock.”
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– ᏅᏯ ᎤᎩᏒᏒᎢ. “He went to get a rock.”
∗ ᎤᎩᏒᎢ + ᎥᏒᎢ.

• ᏩᏯ ᎤᎪᎲᎢ. “He saw the wolf.”

– ᏩᏯ ᎠᎪᎱᎦ². “He just now went to see the wolf.”
∗ Ꭰ + ᎤᎪᎲᎢ + ᎤᎦ².

• ᏧᏬᎵᏗ ᏗᎪᏪᎵ ᎤᎪᎵᏰᎥᎢ. “He read the comic.”

– ᏧᏬᎵᏗ ᏗᎪᏪᎵ ᎠᎪᎵᏰᎤᎦ. “Let him go to read the comic.”
∗ Ꭰ + ᎤᎪᎵᏰᎥᎢ + ᎤᎦ.

• ᎤᏴᏢᎢ. “He entered it.”

– ᏐᏈᎵ ᎤᏴᏍᏗ ᎠᏰᏞᎬᎢ. “He was going to enter the horse
barn.”
∗ Ꭰ + ᎤᏴᏢᎢ + ᎡᎬᎢ.

• ᏡᎬ ᎤᎸᏒᎢ. “He climbed the tree.”

– ᏡᎬ ᎤᎸᏒᏍᏗ ᎠᏆᏚᎵ. “I want him to go climb the tree.”
∗ ᎤᎸᏒᎢ + ᎥᏍᏗ.

More details can be found in the first half of the paper “Cherokee Gram-
mar Go Suffix ega” published by Dr. Wyman Kirk.

Is going and doing …, Went and did …, Will
go and do …
Related to the previous discussion for “Going To” is the related idea
of doing something when doing another thing. There are three main
forms which cover “when he goes he does”, “when he went he did”,
and “when he goes he will” which will be shown by example.
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“go and do”

This form is created replacing “-ᎥᎢ” with “-ᎡᎾ” [-e³na] on the past
tense form and adding the prefix “Ᏹ-”.

Example:

• ᎤᏪᏴᏱᎾᏛᏁᎴᎾ ᏥᎪᏩᏘᏍᎪ. “When he goes to the creek to do
it I see him.”

– ᏱᎾᏛᏁᎴᎾ. Ᏹ + Ꮒ + Ꭰ + ᎤᏛᏁᎸᎢ + ᎡᎾ.

“went and did”

This form is created by replacing “-ᎥᎢ” with “-ᎡᎾ” [-e³na] on the past
tense form. This form does not add the prefix “Ᏹ-”.

Example:

• ᎠᏫ ᎢᎪᏗ ᎤᏴᏞᎾ, ᎠᏫ ᏩᏯ ᎤᎪᏩᏛᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ ᏍᎩᏅᏳᏍᏗ ᏩᏯ
ᎠᏫ ᎤᏩᏯᎡ. “When the deer went to enter the prairie, the deer
failed to see the wolf so the wolf ate the deer.”

– ᎤᏴᏞᎾ. ᎤᏴᏢᎢ + ᎡᎾ.

“will go and do”

This form is created replacing “-ᎥᎢ” with “-ᎡᎾ” [-e³na] on the past
tense form. This form does not add the prefix “Ᏹ-”. This form uses
“Set A” pronouns if the present tense uses “Set A” pronouns. This
form is identical to “went and did” in some circumstances and context
must be used to tell them apart.

Example:

• ᎨᏎᏍᏗ ᎠᏫ ᎢᎪᏗ ᎠᏴᏞᎾ, ᎠᏫ ᏩᏯ ᎤᎪᏩᏛᏗ ᎤᏄᎸᏁ. When the
deer goes to enter the prairie the deer will fail to see the wolf.
Literal: “It will be when the deer went to enter the prairie, the
deer failed to see the wolf.”

– ᎠᏴᏞᎾ. Ꭰ + ᎤᏴᏢᎢ + ᎡᎾ.

More details can be found in the second half of the paper “Cherokee
Grammar Go Suffix ega” published by Dr. Wyman Kirk.
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Creating descriptive words - “-Ꭵ⁴Ꭲ”
If you want to be able to describe something based on a state of being,
like “jumpy” for “jumping” or “hungry” for “is hungry”, you can often
take the Past Tense form and use the suffix “-Ꭵ⁴Ꭲ”. These new word
forms use the “Ꮧ-” prefix rules formaking plurals andmust be inflected
for person. The word order normally reverses as the new word with
the “-Ꭵ⁴Ꭲ” suffix is a descriptive word and normally goes in front of
what it is describing. Keeping the “⁴” tone is very important.

Examples:

• ᏧᎳ ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏁ. The fox was thirsty.

– ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᏧᎳ. The thirsty fox.
– ᏧᏂᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᏧᎳ. The thirsty foxes.

• ᎠᏧᏣ ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎨ. The boy was hungry.

– ᎤᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢ ᎠᏧᏣ. The hungry boy.
– ᏧᏂᏲᏏᏍᎬᎢ ᎠᏂᏧᏣ. The hungry boys.

• ᏣᎵᏘᏎ. You escaped. You ran away.

– ᏣᎵᏘᏒᎢ ᏂᎯ. You appear flighty. You look like you want
to run away.

• ᎦᏚ ᎤᏩᏚᏁ. He baked the bread.

– ᎤᏩᏚᏅᎢ ᎦᏚ. Baked bread.

Sometimes the final “Ꭲ” is pronounced “Ꭿ”.
Example:

• ᎦᏚ ᎤᏮᏣᏝᏁ. “He fried the bread.”

– ᎬᏣᏝᏅᎯ ᎦᏚ. “Fry bread.”

While not all verbs can be turned into descriptive words this way, many
can.
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More and Most
There are several different ways in Cherokee to express the idea of
“more” and “most” when talking about attributes like color or size.
Here are some of these ways:

More
There are three common endings which can be used to indicate
“more”:

-Ꭸ⁴Ꭲ [-ge⁴ɂi] - This is a common ending. If the word ends with “-a”
the “-a” is replaced with “-ị”.

Examples:

• ᎦᏲᏟ. “A small amount.”

– ᎦᏲᏟᎨᎢ. “Less. A smaller amount.” - ᎦᏲᏟ + ᎨᎢ.

• ᎦᏣᏄᎵ. “Fast.”

– ᎦᏣᏄᎵᎨᎢ. “Faster.” - ᎦᏣᏄᎵ + ᎨᎢ.

• ᎤᏔᎾ. “Large.”

– ᎤᏔᏂᎨᎢ. “Larger.” - ᎤᏔᎾ + ᎨᎢ.

-Ꮿ [-ya] - This is a less common ending.

• ᎠᏌᎹᏗ. “Smart”

– ᎠᏌᎹᏗᏯ. “Smarter.” - ᎠᏌᎹᏗ + Ꮿ.

-Ꭷ [-ka] - This is another less common ending.

• ᎤᏍᏗ. “Little.”

– ᎤᏍᏗᎧ. “Littler.” - ᎤᏍᏗ + Ꭷ.
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ᎤᎪᏗ [u¹go³²di] “More.” - Use this word before any derived forms
like “ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ”. This word can also be used in place of the other
endings in many circumstances.

ᎤᏟ [u¹dli] “More.” - This is a common variation of “ᎤᎪᏗ”.

Examples:

• ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ. “He/she was hungry.”

– ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ ᏩᎭᏯ. “The hungry wolf.”
– ᎤᎪᏗ ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ ᏩᎭᏯ. “The more hungry wolf. The hun-
grier wolf.”

• ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ. “He/she was thirsty.”

– ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᏪᏌ. “The thirsty cat.”
– ᎤᏟ ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᏪᏌ. “The more thirsty cat. The thirstier
cat.”

• ᎤᏔᎾ ᏩᎭᏯ. “The large wolf.”

– ᎤᎪᏗ ᎤᏔᎾ ᏩᎭᏯ. “The larger wolf. The more large
wolf.”

• ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏆ. “The little bird.”

– ᎤᏟ ᎤᏍᏗ ᏥᏍᏆ. “The littler bird. The more little bird.”

As there is no clear rule to determine which ending goes on which
word when in doubt use either the ending “-ᎨᎢ” or the word “ᎤᎪᏗ”.

Most
The forms for “most” work much like the forms for “more”.

Ꮻ- + -Ꭵ⁴Ꭲ [wị- + -v⁴ɂi] - This is the most common form for words that
do not end in “-Ꮣ”. Any original final vowel sounds are removed.

Examples:
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• ᎦᏲᏟ. “A small amount.”

– ᏫᎦᏲᏢᎢ. “Least. Smallest amount of.”

• ᎡᏆ. “Large.”

– ᏪᏋᎢ. “Largest.” - Ꮻ + ᎡᏆ + ᎥᎢ.

• ᎩᎦᎨ. “Red.”

– ᏫᎩᎦᎬᎢ. “Reddest.” - Ꮻ + ᎩᎦᎨ + ᎥᎢ.

• ᏗᎩᎦᎨ. “They-Red.”

– ᏫᏗᎩᎦᎬᎢ. “They-Reddest.” - Ꮻ + Ꮧ + ᎩᎦᎨ + ᎥᎢ.

• ᎠᏯᏄᎵ. “Fast.”

– ᏩᏯᏄᎸᎢ. “Fastest.” - Ꮻ + ᎠᏯᏄᎵ + ᎥᎢ.

• ᎤᎪᏗ. “More.”

– ᏭᎪᏛᎢ. “Most.” - Ꮻ + ᎤᎪᏗ + ᎥᎢ.

Ꮻ- + -Ᏼ⁴Ꭲ [wị- + -yv⁴ɂi] - This a common form to use on words that
use “-Ꮿ” to form their “more” form. The ending “-ᏴᎢ” is really
“Ꮿ + ᎥᎢ”.

Example:

• ᎠᏌᎹᏗ. “Smart”

– ᎠᏌᎹᏗᏯ. “Smarter.” - ᎠᏍᎹᏗ + Ꮿ.

– ᏩᏌᎹᏗᏴᎢ. “Smartest.” - Ꮻ + ᎠᏍᎹᏗ + Ꮿ + ᎥᎢ.

Ꮻ- + -Ꭼ⁴Ꭲ [wị- + -kv⁴ɂi] - This a common form to use on words that
use “-Ꭷ” to form their “more” form. The ending “-ᎬᎢ” is really
“Ꭷ + ᎥᎢ”.

Examples:
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• ᎤᏍᏗ. “Little.”

– ᎤᏍᏗᎧ. “Littler.” - Ꮻ + ᎤᏍᏗ + Ꭷ

– ᏭᏍᏗᎬᎢ. “Littlest.” - Ꮻ + ᎤᏍᏗ + Ꭷ + ᎥᎢ.

• ᎠᏆᏍᏗ. “I-Little.”

– ᏩᏆᏍᏗᎬᎢ. “I-Littlest.” - Ꮻ + ᎠᎩ + ᎤᏍᏗ + ᎬᎢ.

Ꮻ- [wị-] - This prefix is used by itself on many words that end in “-Ꮣ”.

Example:

• ᎤᎧᏲᏓ. “Dry.”

– ᏭᎧᏲᏓ. “Driest.” - Ꮻ + ᎤᎧᏲᏓ.

ᏭᎪᏛᎢ [wu¹go³²dv⁴i] “Most.” - Use this word before derived forms
like “ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ”.

ᏭᏢᎢ [wu¹dlv⁴i] “Most.” -This is common variation of “ᏭᎪᏛᎢ”.

Examples:

• ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ. “He/she was hungry.”

– ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ ᏥᏍᏚ. “A hungry rabbit.”
– ᏭᎪᏛ ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ ᏥᏍᏚ. “The most hungry rabbit. The hun-
griest rabbit.”

• ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ. “He/she was thirsty.”

– ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᏩᎭᏯ. “The thirsty wolf.”
– ᏭᏢ ᎤᏔᏕᎦᏅᎢ ᏩᎭᏯ. “The most thirsty wolf. The thirsti-
est wolf.”

While not as arbitrary like the “more” forms, the rules to determine
which “most” form to use is not always clear, so when in doubt use the
“Ꮻ- + ᎥᎢ” combination.
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More Than Usual
Related to the idea of “more” and “most” is the idea of “more than
usual”. In English this can be expressed by phrases like “really loud”,
“extra hard”, “really bad”, “especially good”, and so forth.

-Ꮢ⁴Ꭲ [-sv⁴ɂi] “More than usual.”

Examples:

• ᏍᏓᏯ. “Hard.”

– ᏍᏓᏯᏒᎢ. “Really hard. Harder than most.”

• ᎠᎯᏓ. “Easy.”

– ᎠᎯᏓᏒᎢ. “Really easy. Easier than most.”

Less and Least
If you want to indicate something is “less” or “least” it is common to
use the words “ᎦᏲᏟᎨᎢ” (smaller) and “ᏫᎦᏲᏢᎢ” (smallest).

• ᏍᏓᏯ. “Hard.”

– ᎦᏲᏟ ᏍᏓᏯ. “A little hard.”
– ᎦᏲᏟᎨᎢ ᏍᏓᏯ. “Less hard.”
– ᏭᏲᏢᎢ ᏍᏓᏯ. “Least hard.”

• ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ. “He/she is thirsty.”

– ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ ᏥᏍᏚ. “A thirsty rabbit.”
– ᎦᏲᏟᎨᎢ ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ ᏥᏍᏚ. “A less thirsty rabbit.”
– ᏭᎦᏲᏢᎢ ᎤᏲᏍᎬᎢ ᏥᏍᏚ. “The least thirsty rabbit.”
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Something already referenced …
The prefix Ꮵ- is used to refer to either a known and experienced point
in time, or when referring back to something specific that was previ-
ously mentioned. This prefix works very much the same way “the time
that”, “the one who”, “the place where”, “the thing that”, and so forth
are used in English when they are not being used to ask a question.

Note:

• The prefix Ꮵ- is never used with the prefix Ᏹ-, they go in the
same place.

• If the prefix Ꮵ- is used before a “w” sound it becomes “Ꮷ-” (jụ-).

• If using Ꮵ- to refer to a previously mentioned event it must be
one that was directly experienced.

Examples:

• ᏣᏂ ᎤᏬᏂᏒ. “John spoke.”

– ᏣᏂ ᏒᎯ ᏧᏬᏂᏒ. “John spoke yesterday.” - (Ꮵ + ᎤᏬᏂᏒᎢ) -
Here the speaker is referring to a specific point in time that
the speaker experienced.

– ᏣᏂ ᏥᎦᏬᏂᎭ. “John just spoke.” - (Ꮵ + Ꭶ + ᎯᏬᏂᎯ + Ꭰ²)
– ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᏭᏪᏅᏎ. ᏣᏂ ᏧᏬᏂᏎ. “The man went away. The one
that John spoke with.” (Ꮵ + ᎤᏬᏂᏒᎢ) - Here the prefix Ꮵ-
in the second sentence is used to refer to the man who went
away in the first sentence.

– ᏣᏂ ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᎤᏬᏂᏎ. ᎠᏍᎦᏯ ᏧᏭᏪᏅᏎ “John spoke with the
man. That man is the one who went away.” (Ꮵ + Ꮻ =
ᎤᏪᏅᏒᎢ) - Here the prefix Ꮵ- in the second sentence is
used to clarify that the man who went away is the same as
the one John spoke with in the first sentence.

• ᏣᏬᏂᏒ. “You spoke.”

– ᏒᎯᏥᏣᏬᏂᏒ. “You spoke yesterday.” - (Ꮵ + Ꮳ +ᎤᏬᏂᏒᎢ)
– ᏥᎯᏬᏂᎭ. “You just spoke.” - (Ꮵ + ᎯᏬᏂᎯ + Ꭰ²)
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• ᏩᎭᏯ ᏥᎪᎲ. “I saw a wolf.”

– ᏒᎯ ᏩᎭᏯ ᏥᏥᎪᎲ. “Yesterday I saw a wolf.” - (Ꮵ + Ꮵ +
ᎤᎪᎲᎢ)

– ᏩᎭᏯ ᏥᏥᎪᏩᏔ. “I saw a wolf just now.” - (Ꮵ + Ꮵ +
ᎯᎪᏩᏔ + Ꭰ²)

• ᎦᏙ ᏣᏛᏁᎴ ᏒᎯ? “What did you do yesterday?” - The prefix Ꮵ-
is not used here even though the speaker is referring to a specific
point in time, as the question is about an event the speaker did not
directly experience.

– ᏣᎩᏬᏂᏒ. “I spoke.” - (Ꮵ + ᎠᎩ + ᎤᏬᏂᏒᎢ) - Here the
speaker is referring to a specific point in time and directly
experienced the event so that the use of the prefix Ꮵ- is ex-
pected.

• ᎦᏙ ᏣᏛᏁᎴ? “What did you do?”

– ᎠᎩᏬᏂᏒ. “I spoke.” - (ᎠᎩ+ᎤᏬᏂᏒᎢ) -Because there was
no reference to a specific point in time, it is not appropriate
to use the prefix Ꮵ- here.

• ᎬᏂᎨ ᏩᎭᏯ ᎠᎴ ᎤᏁᎦ ᏩᎭᏯ ᎤᎿ ᎨᏎ. ᏌᏊ ᏌᎶᎵ ᏧᎨ. ᎤᏁᎦ ᏥᎨᏎ.
“A white wolf and a black wolf were there. One of them ate a
squirrel. It was the white one.” - In this example the prefix Ꮵ-
is used twice. It’s first use (ᏧᎨ from Ꮵ + ᎤᎬᎢ) refers back to the
previously mentioned wolves and is translated as “of them” into
English. It’s second use (ᏥᎨᏎ from Ꮵ + ᎨᏒᎢ) refers specifically
to previously mentioned white wolf and is translated as “one”.

Other uses for the prefix Ꮵ- is discussed in other lesson material.
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Creative Commons

This work is licensed under the C C A -
S A 3.0 U S L . To view a copy of this
license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-sa/3.0/us/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Sec-
ond Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.

In Summary:1

You are free:

• to Share — to copy, distribute, and transmit the work.

• to Remix — to adapt the work.

Under the following conditions:

• Attribution — You must attribute the work in the manner spec-
ified by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests
that they endorse you or your use of the work).

• Share Alike — If you alter, transform, or build upon this work,
you may distribute the resulting work only under the same or
similar license to this one.

With the understanding that:

• Waiver — Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get
permission from the copyright holder.

• Other Rights — In no way are any of the following rights af-
fected by the license:

– Your fair dealing or fair use rights;
1The summary is not the license. It is simply a handy reference for understanding

the license and as such, has no legal value.
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– Apart from the remix rights granted under this license, the
author’s moral rights;

– Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or
in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.

• Notice — For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear
to others the license terms of this work. The best way to do
this is with a link to http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/us/.
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